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:'gck. A man has been step·
'en's rest rooms.

ASBSU elections have passed.
Everyone seemed to have a good time.
It is always interesting to see what people come up with in an effort to lure
voters to make the coveted check by
their name.
Having parents campaign seemed to
be a theme this year. While a couple
candidates had their parents showup, I
give Stuth Adams style points for having his mom campaign .for him. While
there were other parents, she was far
and away the most adorable. I don't
know of anyone that could look her in
the face and say, "No Mrs. Adams, I
will not vote for your son."
.If such a person exists, I wouldn't
want to meet them.
Stuth is obviously a dangerous man.
He knows where our weak spots are and
how to exploit them. He needs to be
watched carefully.
Congratulations are in order for all
the candidates who ran in the elections.
It is never easy putting oneself front and
center and ask people to believe in and
vote for a candidate.
It is a tremendous amount of work
and smiling. I think my face would give
in long before the voting stations closed.
I ran into Sean Murphy shortly after
everything was said and done. He was

tired but happy. The relief one must feel
to be able to pot it all behind them.
To the candidates who didn't win, run
again next year. Elections are always
more interesting when several parties
are running. Those'whohlke'thetime
to
vote appreciate having a variety to
choose from. People have more of a
chance findinga calldidate to relate to
when they have more than two platforms to pick from.
,
To those of you who didn't vote,
shame on you. Voting is your chance to
endorse a candidate who.might SUPP9rt
clubs the way you would like to see
them supported or spend fees the way
you would like them to be spent.
Get out there and vote. Didn't anyone
ever tell you the habits you establish
now will be with you the rest of your
life? This admonition is more for the
younger students than the older ones.
By now, they are set in their ways and
probably not going to change. It is hard
to teach any type of dog a new trick
when they've had years to become stubborn and solidify their habits.
• Adam Rush

The Arbiter is the officialstudent newspaper of BoiseState University.lis mission is to provide a
forum for the discussionof issues impactingthe campus and the community.The Arbiter's budget
consists of fees paid by students of BSUand advertising sales. It is distributed to the campus and
community on Wednesdaysduring the schoolyear. The first copy is free, additional copies are S 1
each, payable at TheArbiteroffices.
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Strike a deal on Boise
State parking tickets
The. Department of Campus Safety is extending a
one-time offer of 50 percent off all outstanding parking
violations paid between April 18th and May 10 and
issued prior to April 18. ;
For additional information, contact the Department of
Campus Safety at 385-1681. The office, located at 2240
University Drive, keeps hours from 7 a.m, to 5 'p.m.,
Monday through Fri¢.ly.
'

Ed Board to consider
student fee increases
This week the State Board of Education will rule on
proposed student fcc increases at Boise State. The board
will meet at North Idaho College in Coeur d'Alene on
April 18 and in Post Falls on April 19.
The Board of Education will also allocate Fiscal
Year 1997 appropriations for Boise State and consider
three sets of recommendations aimed at implementing
key clements of its strptegic plan, including expansion of
community college-l(~t services throughout Idaho and
increased usc of innovative learning technologies.

Residence Halls announce
two new living options
The Office of Student Residential Life at Boise State
University has announced two new living options available in Chaffee Hall starting next fall. The constantly
changing needs of students have prompted this move to
provide students with a broader range of choices in their
housing.
For students interested in pursuing a healthy lifestyle,
the Learn in a Fitness Environment floor has been developed.Members
of this new community will sign an
agreement that symbolizes their personal committment
to living in an atmosphere where alcohol, drugs and
tobacco have no place,and good nutrition, mental, physical and spiritual health and exercise arc of utmost
importance. Activities on the floor will incorporate
many health-related resources that Boise State has to
offer.
For the student with needs of a more academic
nature, living on the Promoting Academic Success for
Students f1oor1iwill offer a living experience consisting
of academic success programming, advising assistance,
and 24-hour access to computers in the hall.
An added convenience to all residence hall dwellers
starting in the fall will be an increase in hours of operation at Table Rock Cafe. The new hours will be 7 a.m, to

7 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 10:30 a.m, to 5:30
p.m, on weekends.
For students who are interested in living in the residence halls, applications are available at the Office of
Student Residential Life, located in Room 214 of the
Admininstration Building. Questions can be directed to
Patti at 385-3986.

The
site,
which
can
be
found
at
www.teacherjobs.com .• features sections which allow
college education majors and teachers to post their
resumes free on-line. The site also provides opportunities for schools and educational institutions to post job
openings at no cost. III addition, tile web site provides a
forum for job search and interviewing tips in the education field.

Students receive Women
of BSU scholarships

Volunteer Services Board
to assist with Earth Fest

The Women of BSU awarded two scholarships
recently at their annual luncheon. The recipients arc
KarineLathen and Douglas Lowe.
Lathen, daughter of accounting professor William
Lathen, is a junior majoring in elementary education.
She is a member of the Teacher Education Association,
Environmental Awareness Committee and the Honor
Society. She has served as a special education aide and
as a volunteer tour guide at the Capitol Building.
'
Lowe is a junior majoring in biology. He is currently
tutoring Hispanic students and serves as a research assistant in the raptor biology program at BSU.
The Women of BSU is an organization of faculty,
staff, spouses and friends of the university that provides
two scholarships annually for BSU students.

Boise State's Volunte~r Services Board will participate in the 1996 Idaho Earth Fest from 11 a.rn. to 6 p.m.
on April 21 at Barber Park in Boise. The one-day event
is planned to provide Idahoans with a mainstream event
for the entire family that will teach what today's generation needs to do to ensure a healthy planet for tomorrow.
The Volunteer Services Board is the official volunteer referral agency of Boise State University. Through a
system of referral lists and personal contacts, VSB annually provides hundreds of students with opportunities to
gain career experience and personal growth through volunteering.
For more information about how BSU students can
get involved with Waho Earth Fest '96, contact Jon
Wroten or Sarah Willis at 385-4240.

Student Employment
Office is open year-round

Professor to speak about
problem-solving

Even after spring semester is over, the Student
Employment Office remains open to incoming, admitted
summer or fall students who are looking for jobs.
The office advertises primarily off-campus employment and primarily year-round, part-time employment.
However, a significant number of employers also advertise summer-only positions or are willing to accept
employees for year-round positions even though they
expect employment termination at the end of the summer season.
The Student Employment Office, located in Room
t 18 of the Administration Building, is open between 8
a.rn. and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, year-round.

Boise State University psychology professor Eric
Landrum will discuss "The Production of Negative
Transfer ih Problem Solving" at 12:45 p.m, April 17 in
Room 643 of the Education Building. The free program
is part of the brown bag colloquia sponsored by the
Psychology Department.
Landrum says negative transfer is related to one's
ability to solve problems. Understanding negative transfer can help people break bad habits and other maladaptive behavior.
Studying negative transfer has been difficult until
now. Landrum says that in a series of studies conducted
at BSU, undergraduate
psychology
majors helped
Landrum develop, create and test laboratory scenarios in
which negative transfer could be reliably demonstrated
through word problems.
Lapdrum received his Ph.D. from Southern Illinois
University-Carbondale
and taught at the University of
Wisconsin-Platteville before joining the BSU faculty in
1992. He has been selected
as chairman
of the
Psychology Department starting this fall.

Teacher jobs go on-line
Finding a job before graduation rolls around has just
been made easier for education majors. The National
Educators Employment Review web site was launched
April 10 to help college education majors and teachers
connect with employment.

The Arbiterinvitesstudents to ioin the 1996-97 newspaper staff
(yes, we pay). We're looking Jor receptionists, staff writers, section editors, photographers and graphic artists. Summer work is
also available. Applications are available at The Arbiter's plush
basement, located below the Women's Center at University- Drive
and Michigan Str~
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Much of the Hostage Story In Lebanon Was Just a CIA LIe
Wh8t most people doo' realize Is that elol Of the Iran.(;ontra COwl-up happened In my
hometown 01 BoIse, Idaho. Ian' It strange that both BoIse's James AngletOn the b'mer
head of the .entire CIA's oounler int8IIlgenc:e and WlHam casey the brmet head 01tile CIA
died the very satne week the Iran-ConlJa heBrlngs were to SIlltl Irl 1987, And Casey was
suppose to teslify. Casey was tea1Ured In an Idaho Sta18lmar1 81afl edltorlel 00 MemoI1aI
Day May 25, 1988 entiUed In Hit Wrath, Casey TergelS Wrong Group. ThI8 18 the same day
thet b'mer school mate 01mine and an I<iI Faroe men was set-up and kRIed at the Red
LIon Downtowner In BoIse. In 1991 Yttlen I went to the Idaho Stetasman and Police department with 8YIdenoe about the unsolved death lithe Red won lheie was another strange
death at the same hotel that very aeme week, Ian' ~ also strange that BoIse's CMl'I Jon '
Thrner and Cucade, Idaho's and the Idaho NatiooaJ Guards Christian Zlnvnerman were
both Involved In hostage situations In Lebanon, AI80 a Bolse State UnIverslty InstructOl
Alan Crooks was Involved In teaching Navy recru~ In Lebanoo In 1983, ZImmerman's
plane hijacking In .kJ~e 1985 happenedlUS11 month after 1loIsa's and the Red lion holel's
had a l8rrOIl8m oooferenoe.lhallJ'OU\t1tln I Red Squad Ielder and wlll:h hunter named
Jim Davis. Then In Jan. 1987 BoIse's Jon Thrner was Iddnapped In Lebanon, Also people
don' remember that one 01the brmet Iranian hostages a Gary Lee was trmerly of
Nampa, Idaho I'ftllch Is lust a few mllee outside 01 BoIse, FOlmer Idaho ~
George Hansen (I\tlo was later charged l'ith ethics violations In oongess) wen1 twloe to
Iran to help negotiate the release 01 the Iranian hostages, JUS1 colnddently In 11168a
name·a1lke George(s) Hansen a photolJepher was Iddnapped In Lebanon and becM1e a
Lebanese hostage tr 1 day bmre being released. Also b'mer CIA 8p'f EdMn Wilton I'f!lO
gained attention around the time 01the Iran-Con1ra hearings was from Merldan, Idaho
which Is also lust outside BoIse, In more examples 01 double-speak I'ftllch lran-Contra WI.!
lull 01,A DavId Jacobean, John Thrner, end WlIRam Higgins madG SIYllfel ar1lc1esIn the
Statesman In late 1983 and eatIy 1984. A few years later a dlllerenl David Jacobean, Jon
Turner, and a William HIggins all became hostages In Belrut. If you belilMlthe entire
Lebanon hostage stOlles and read lI\I chronology on them thay Just don1 make any

sense.
I have written a 1000 page book on the lie In Lebanon and exparlenoes that happened
to me I'ftlile Iwas In the Air Foroe. I believe I was experimented on In March of 1984 the
same mooth that William Budday (not William F. Buc:klay) the CIA station chief was first
kidnapped In Lebanon, This was also around the same Uma that ~mer SenatOl Frank
Church died, I had dealings l'ith Frank Church's oflioe and George Hansen's oflioe In the
early 1980's because $2000 dollars I ha~ saved was withhsld from me when I was to go to
the 1980 Olympics In Mosoow, Russia Jimmy Cart81 boycotted the Olympics the same
weak that I got my ticketa, Formar Sen, Frank Chuch's offloe was the only one 01 the Idaho
conQlessmen to help find out I'ftlat happened to gel my monay and help me get sOIne of II
back, I racalved my last payment a oouple 01mooths after Frank Church died In 1984 and I
became sick in the Air FOIce,
My StOlY has been consored by 40 major newspapers In the US, I was also blocked
enlrance to ths washington Post by security guards who wouldn' let me talk to reporlers, I
have had thraata on my life, cars ruined, had physlcal attacks on me, and have had certi·
fied mail I sent to the Altornay General's oflioe and other plaoes lost I have also had prank
phone calls and phone calls blocked and have had much harassment around Boise yal the
local police and have done nothing aboulthls even though my congressional oIIices and
saveral agencies Slri oertaln matters should be looked Into,
Kevin Swanson

LPNs:
Earn full time pay & benefits·
for part-time worl( ,

Think about it.
Then think about us.
ThencaU:
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to .State Board of Education
by Asendon Ramirez
BSU President Charles Ruch will recommend an
increase of 8.5 percent, or $78.50, in student fees to
the State Board of Education on April 19 in Post
Falls.
The Executive Budget Committee recommended
that Ruch ask the State Board of Education to
approve the following increases:
• MATRiCULATION
FEE: $41 for full-time
students/$2 per credit hour for part-time students
'I'RECREATION ACfIVITY FEE: $12 for fulltime students/80 cents per credit hour for part-time
students
• COMPUTERIZED
STUDENTSUPPORT
SYSTEMS FEE: $4 for full-time students/50 cents
per credit hour for part-time students
• INTERCOLLEGIATE
ATHLETICS FEE:
$3.50 for full-time studentsnS cents per credit hour
for part-time students
• SCHOLARSHIP FEE: $1 for full-time students
• 3.5 percent, residence hall room and board rates
The Executive Budget Committee also recommended that fees be created for the proposed recre, ation center. Approval for the proposed recreation
ccnter fee would be for this year only. The proposal
calls ·for a $17 fee for full-time students; part-time
students would pay $1.50 per credit hour. Four-year
phased-in fee increases of $16 in 1997-98, '98-99
and '99-2000 will have tu gu fur approval every

~ Kate,Neil~. Bell
f, Itor

Late last month a male intruder was sighted at
least three times over a period of a week and a half
in women's rest rooms and locker rooms around
campus.
The incidents occurred in the ladies locker room
of tile Physical Education Building and in the
Morrison Center ladies dressing room and ladies rest
room, said Ada County Sheriff's Deputy John Tull,
The suspect is S-feet, 6- or 7-inches tall, is in his
late-30s to mid-40s, has sandy blond/brown hair
with a scraggly beard, and was last seen wearing a
burgundy jogging suit as he left the Morrison Center
and headed toward the Green Belt riding a black
bike. Tull said that there is usually no dialogue
between the suspect and any woman he finds, other
than saying "Sorry, wrong room" as he turns to

leave.
A woman who wasshowering
in the Women's
Locker Room at the Physical Education Building
was faced with the suspect as he allegedly entercd
the room. The woman waited one week to report the
incident.
Tull said that reports of the intruder have ceased,
but advised that postings of the suspect's description
which were hung in the Morrison Center should not
be torn down in case the suspect shows up again.
Tull said women who see him in rest rooms should
call 911 right away.
I The next step in the case is to do a photo lineup,
Tull said. A photograph will be taken of the suspect,
who denied being on campus when he was detained
by police. If victims can pick out the suspect's photograph from among photos of other men, then
"he'll be all set up to go to jail if he is secn on the
property again," said Tull.

ASBSUWatch
New committee leaders named, three clubs disrecognized
by Mike Root
to

The Arbiter
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year.
"There is no commitment to the building as a site
has not yet been selected," said Ron Turner, budget
director.
In a memo from BSU Provost Daryl Jones to
President Charles Ruch, Jones states that while the
Executive' Budget Committee favors the idea of a
new recreational facility, "the committee docs,however, have reservations about the timing of tile proposal."
Jones stated, "While significant planning, cost
analysis, and other preliminary work have been
done, there are still crucial pieces that are missing.
Most prominent among these is site selection, not a
trivial matter on a crowded campus like this orle.
Second, the committee is more concerned that usual
about the prospects for funding over the next few
years .... If the committee should recommend the
continuance of the $17.00 fee without increase, consideration may be. given to theconstruc~ion
of a
facility based on the.level offunding." .
The Executive Budget Committee also recommends that $172 Canyon County Center facility
maintenance fee be dropped onto the students of the
branch campus. In addition, students who attend the
Canyun County Center would pay at least $114 in
other fees so the students could have access to the
same support services enjoyed by students who
attend the main campus.
Among the fees increases not recommended
were the ASBSU activity fee and, for the second
year in a row, the OlUnseling and Testing Center
fee.

Man has been walking into
women's rest rooms on caQlpUS

Special
BEALL ~Ui ~

to present.fee il1cre.i1ses_

-Iluch

anagmg

Join the Army Reserve as a qualified
LPN and earn over $8,000 annually in pay
and education benefits-all for parHime
work. Even·better, you'll receive a $5,000
bonus and an accelerated promotion.
You may earn up to $48,500 in pay and
education benefits during a standard
enlistment-all for part-time work.
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ASBSU Senate Pro Tem David Sneddon has
appointed Jhe following senators as committee
chairs: Se~. Linda Jochum, Ways and Means
Committee; Sen. Sean Murphy, Budget and
Finance Committee;
Sen. Stuth Adams,

Appointment
Review Committee;
and Sen.
Brook Pinkert, Student Affairs Committee.
In other ASBSU business, student clubs
Delta Lambda Phi, Veteran's Forum, and Voices
for Censorship Awareness will no longer be recognizedas student organizations by the ASBSU
JUdiciary Board because ora failure to submit
their budgets.
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from left to right, M. Stuth Adams and

Q.
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BROUMANU

Dan Nabors.

Nabors/Adams come out on top
who received votes from 77 students, will represent the
tant," said Myers.
He encouraged
candidates
to continue
to be . College of Health Sciences. Linda Jochum will reinvolved in activities and leadership whether they won claim her post as Graduate College senator. She
received 49 votes.
or not.
Three hundred thirty votes were voided, either by
For senate scats, the race was most watched in jhe
College of Business, which will be represented by tho computer or by the Election Board, in the senate
Michael Pena. A massive number of volers-more
than races. This number is large when compared with the 96
votes which were voided in the presidential races.
600-made
a choice in th~ race. Pena took 279 votes,
This year, the Student Union Building was the major
Jake Klossner claimed 207 and Sid Anderson received
voting center. The SUB polling place was used by 620
123.
I
Jared B. Martens will be representing students in the voters. Polling places in the Education and Business
Buildings each sa .... more than 300 voters. In sharp conCollege of Social Sciences and Public Affairs, receiving 177 votes. Opponent Lee Swift was selected by 116 trast to the '95 elections, this year the Recreation
Center saw only 144 voters-less
than even the
of the voters in that college.
Albertson's
Library, where 158 students cast their
Students in the College of Education will be reprevotes this year.
sented by Ryan J. O'Rourke, who received 72 votes.
This year's elections were not spotless. Myers said
Michael Gilstrap amassed 40 votes.
Brook Pinkert will be representing the College of two statements of fact have been filed. One of the
statements of fact was thrown out; however, the other
Technology for another term. He received 53 votes
is being investigated. The latter, which- was filed by
while his opponent Brent Willis was given 41.
Kappa Sigma President Damon
Hoxworth,
alleges that
The three uncontested candidates weren't particular,
,1
someone working on the Murphy campaign made
ly nervous Thursday night. David S. Nielson, current
ASBSU chief of staff, will represent the College of degrading verbal remarks and physical threats to him
while he was.working on the Nabors campaign.
Arls and Sciences. He received 103 votes. Jamie Clyde,

by Kate, Nenly, Bell

Managmg
Ea;'!i:to~r~----------More than 1,600 voters swamped polling places last
week during ASBSU elections. Presidential candidate
Q. Dan Nabors and his running mate M. Stuth Adams
swept their opponents under the rug, receiving 748 of
1,667 votes.
Student voters exceeded 1,200.in the spring '95
elections. 1996 was the first year part-ti me students
could vote in the elections.
Presidential ticket Scan P. Murphy and John Nye
walkfd away with 446 voles. A surprised Murphy said
the same thing he said last year: "There's always next
year." Currently an ASBSU senator-at-large,
Murphy
retains his post until November. Jesse Smith and Dona
Egbert received 377 votes.
~
Before Election Board Chairman Sergio Myers
announced the results on April II, he reminded candidates that winning isn't everything-a
lesson he
learned in the '95 elections when he was defeated by
Jeff Klaus and Darryl Wright.
"The point tha~ you all got involved in very impor-
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ASBSU Senate retrieves student parking from Athletic Dept.
Vidor Whitman
StaffWriter·.
The Intercollegiate Athletic Department approved a
proposal to allow the ASBSU Senate to reserve 20
spaces in the stadium parking lot during weekday
Bronco home games.
For the past five years, the department has vetoed

similar measures put forward unanimously
by the
ASBSU Senate. On April to, ASBSU Senate Pro Tern
David Sneddon sold Assistant Athletic Director Herb
Criner I·on the need for ..the reserved spaces. .
Beginning next fall, ASBSU will give away 20 free
vouchers to students on Mondays prior to Bronco home
games. The vouchers will guarantee nightstudents a safe
place to park nearby the Bronco Shuttle pick-up point,
Sneddon said.

"I encourage female students to make use of the
spaces next year," said Sneddon. "It will prevent a few
students from walking in the dark."
Each week the vouchers will be a unique color,
ASBSU will also put a sticker on the back. this way,
said Sneddon, traffic monitors can quickly check the
vouchers without disrupting the trafficflow into the stadium, and students cannot fake the. vouchers-the
two
main concerns of the Athletic Department.

.
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. DOISE STATESTUDENT"
APARTMENTSAVAILABLE

ADDING ADDITIONAL MODEMS

ASBSUIs working on the problems ossociated with occesslng the BSUcompuler system from home. The problem Is that there ore
on~ 31 on-campus modems for 6/000·plus e·mail accounls. Students trying to access from home ohen receive a busy tone coused by
an Insufficient number of modems. ASBSUbelieves that computer access from home Is becoming a necessity and needs to be
addressed.
.
The Dean of the (ollege ,f Businessand Economicsand concerned students have been contaded to find a remedy to this problem.
Possible solutions are: 1) asmollincreose In student fees that would be dedicated to the current accessing problem, or 2) 0 one-lime
fee of S3to S5 when opening an e·mall accoun!.

One bedrooms rent from $342- 417
Two bedrooms rent from '$417.- 462
Three bedrooms rent from $462 - 492

Apartments are available to all BSU
students. However, SRL gives priority to
students who are married and or have
children

RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS

To qualify for In·stale residency at BoiseState University, one must work a 40-hour work week for one year In Idaho. The number of work hours to qualify for In-state residency atlSU and U of I are substantially lower. These hours have been determined by
the State Boord of Educallan. ASBSUconsiders this policy unfair and is working toward eqUity among all Idaho Universities.

If you have any questions, please call the.

~

ApiitfmehfCOoromator

in the'SRt'bfflCe"

at 385·3988.
Our

WWW:

'996'THEARBITER
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"EMERG'ENCY SERVICES'" ,
Abill has been wrillen to assist BSUsludents what through no.faull of their awn, require emergency assistance.
To meet "exlreme emergency· crlterla, one must fallinlo Ihree of the five fallowing categories: 11 permanent loss of shelter, 21
loss of a malority of one's school supplies, Including text books, 31 complete loss of one's wardrobe, 41 complele loss of personal
food supplies, or 5) severely limited a~ss to monelary funds or oUlside asslslance (savings/checking accounts, employment, family,
etc.).
j
. (urrently, no asslslanco slruclure I~available to BSUstudents. Negotiations for services from the BSU Bookstore, Marrloll and
Student Resldenllal Lifeare ongoing. Thooulcome looks promising and asslslante should become available to students by fall semester 1996.

http://blillhlH~ing.jdbsll.l!dll/Sri/
houslng.html

RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATION FUNDING
A bill was wrillen to consider funding ASBSUrecognized religious studenl org~nlzol/ons for the 1996·97 fiscal school year.
Funding would be considered based upon neutral criteria, as with any olher recognized ASBSUorganlzolions.
The bill is designed to bring BSU In compliance with federal lows, specifically, Ihe United Stoles Supremo (ourt ruling .In
Rosenberger vs. Ihe University of Virginia(1995: 115 S (r!. 25101.
ISUis currenlly funding ASISUreligious organizations. The (ollege of Southern Idaho is also funding two of their religious groups.
U of I does not fund religious organizations bUlthelr senate by-laws do nol prohibit funding.
ASBSUcurrenlly recognizes 13 religious studenl organlzallons. AI present, religious organizal/ons oro required to follow all
ASBSUguidelines and requlremenls for continued rocognillon. As students, religious organizallon members are required to pay the
SIS dedicated ASBSUt~illon fee bUIare restrlcled from ocqulrlng ASBSUfunds.
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The ASBSUSenate passed a resolullon on a 8-4-0 vole during foil semesler asking the admlnlstrallon to include sexual orlenta~,
lion within all university wide non-discrlmlnallon codes. Three years ago a similar resolul/on was passed by the ASBSUSenato but the ,.
admlnlstrollon did not to ad on the resolulion.,
.
The most cuminl resolullon required the administrallon to submit, In wrillng, their reasoning for either Including or excluding .
sexual orlentalion. Negoliations are on-going.

,
l',

1996

RECYCLING POLICY

~UMMERSE~~ION
June 24-August

Members of the senale have been working with severoI enl/lies within the university system to formulale a more workable recycling policy. There are current~ recycling programs In progress butlhe ASBSUsenalors are striving to widen the scopo of currenl poll·
cles and volunleer services.

16

ETHICS AS PART OF CORE

Classes and workshops
begin throughout the
summer. No formal
-admission requirements.
For a free summer
session bulletin
write or call:

Foculty within the Political Science Deportment have been advising ASBSUsenalors on Ihe loplc of ethics and requirements for
moklng elhlcs port of the core curriculum.
.
Involved Senators are currently conloding II different "sister" unlversilles (as Idenllfled In the (OSGA 1996 Demographics lisl·
Ing) 10 delermlne If any of them offer on undergraduate- or groduate-Ievel elhlc cor~ class. This prolect will require future meellngs
'wllh professors and curriculum advisers.
.

1996 Summer Session
333·1 Oregon Hall
1279 University of Oregon
Eugene OR 97403·1279
(541) 346-3475
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TOILET SEAT COVERS
After speaking with BSUcuslodlol supervisors, ASBSUIs pleosed to report that the loilet seat cover Issue Is now being addressed,
even If at a less·than-optlmal pace.
" ASBSUw,~sInformed that BSUavoided Ihe Issue.for years because installing dispensers and seat covers were both expensive and
a nuisance. Recently, a manufacturer come out Witha new type of seol cover thaI decomposes easily and tho dispensers were rea·
• sonob~ priced. Sln~ethen, BSUhas been installing the seal covers across compus, mostly In Ihe ladles bathrooms, and upon parllcu.
lor requests. The university plans 10 cover the enllre campus, bolh men's and women's bathrooms, as lime allows.
If you would like the seat covers inslalled In a particular location, contad ASBSUand your request will be forwarded to the appropriate entilles.
.
.
,
As a side nole, Ihe SUBIs riol on Iho Instollallon schedule because II is operated by a separate organlzallon. ASBSUIs working
loward havingseol covers placed In Ihe SUBalso.

BEER AND WINE ON CAMPUS
licensing for beer a~d wine on the BSUcampus hos been a pet prolecl of ASBSU'sfor a few years. One senalor in particular hos
worked toward the dlstrlbulion of alcohol on-compus whereby excess profits would be dedicated to fund scholarships for BSUsludenls.
.
(~rrently, some ASBSUsenalors are working loward reversing the "alcohol on campus· policy. Senators have abo been looking
at pohc~esfrom universilies where alcohol Issold on campus. ASBSUfeels thaI BSU,being a non·tradillonal campus, should have oleo.
hoi available on campus to those of drinklnu age. ASBSUwillcontinue to work toward this gooI.
ASBSUIs ako working on proJecls to extend the thanksgiving break, creole a 24·hour computer lab and make dental insurance
avalloble to BSUstudenls.
/
-<ourtesy of ASBSUSenate Pro rem DavId Sneddon
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BSU pilot
programs

help
•
•
Incoming
freshman

Educal/on professor Robert Friedli Is on enthuslasl/c suporter of the First YES/Cluster program.

Thanks to two recently implemented pilot pro- grams, First Year Experience
Seminar and the
Cluster Program, incoming BSU students can now
find their way around, make friends easily and
quickly access available assistance on campus.
Both programs arc designed to meet the needs of
incoming student and guide them at the beginning
of their collegiate journey.
"The best decision you could make when first
starting out is to join a cluster group," said freshman Melanic Durfey. "It is nice to have familiar
faces in most of your classes. It makes making
friends so much easier and it is great to have study
groups with people you've come to know really
well. Your schedules arc the same so finding a time
to get together isn't too hard either."
The goal of the Cluster Program is to develop a
sense of community
among new students
and

increase the retention rate at BSU by allowing four
groups of 25 students to register for the same classes. Each cluster includes some core classes. For
example, a sample cluster group includes English
Composition, Introduction to Music, and First YES.
Each cluster links different courses; part-time as
well as full-lime:studerits·'maYrhirlICipatc.,
First YES is a one-credit course designed to help
freshmen and transfer students make successful
transitions
to university life and assist them in
reaching their educational goals. English professor
Karen Uehling, one of the first professors to teach
First YES last fall, said, "It's a good course. I think
that students need a course to help them learn about
and become comfortable with the university. The
course offers information about the university, how
it functions, the resources which arc available and
how to take advantage of those resources. And I
think those things arc very valuable, especially for
first-semester students."
The seminar also provides students with academ-

ic skills training and encourages them to explore
majors and career possibilities. Students also learn
about asserting themselves, time management, critical thinking and basic computer skills.
Course evaluations for fall 1995 revealed that
133 of the 174 students surveyed said that they
would recommend
the First Year Experience
Seminar to others. They survey also indicated 164
students believed the course was well taught and
144 answered that it was helpful in getting them off
to a good start at BSU.
Students pointed out valuable aspects of the
course, including class discussions, learning about
the Internet; 'and note-taking and test-taking methods.
One student said, "It helped my study skills,
problem solving and showed me where things were
on campus."
Another student reflected, "Generally this class
was one of my favorites. I learned a lot and did not
feel pressured like I did in my other classes."

Boise State changes requirements
for financial aid eligibility
by Victor Whitman
Effective fall 1996, BSU will change two criteria which
define reasonable academic progress for eligibility for
financial aid.
As in past years, only degree seeking students with a
minimum 2.0 grade point average can qualify for financial
aid. However, starting this fall BSU will no longer require
students to graduate within a fixed time and will evaluate
the number of courses a student passes for the prior 12
month period only-two changes from the ~Id system.
Financial Aid Director Lois Kelly said the new system
is fairer for deserving students, easier to administer and
will be easier for students to understand.

"We realize some students need financial aid to complete their degree," Kelly said. "Our goal.is to help students achieve it, We think that [the new changes] will help
them."
,
First, the financial aid officers will look only at the
number of courses for the past 12 months. Students must
palls 75 percent of their courses to qualify. This change
will give improving students a second chance at financial
aid, Kelly said. Before, students who failed classes in their
first two years found that they were still ineligible in later
years-even when their performance improved.
Second, BSU will not disqualify students who don't
graduate after a number of years. The old system forced
students needing financial aid to complete their degrees
within a fixed period (six years for a four-year degree).
After that deadline, the student-regardless
of their need

or grade point averagc-could
not get financial aid.
Now, said Kelly, the amount of years is irrelevant.
Instead, the financial aid officers will multiply 150percent
by the total number of credit hours needed for the degree.
For example, if a student needs 120 credit hours to graduate, that student can attempt 180 credit hours and remain
eligible under this requirement.
Kelly said the plan won't disqualify students next year
who will qualify under the old system. These students-anamely, students who haven single bad year-will
get
financial aid if they qualify under either of the two systems. The new system won't take full effect until the following year.
..
Students can pick up a brochure explaining the changes
in detail outside Financial Aid Office, located in Room
117 of the A~ministration Building.
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OU., 0f Doors'
wollas In ,Ilt eos'ern,US.
A pe'i1lon seeking listing as a ,hrea'~
ened species under ,Ilt Endangered
Species Act was flied In 1994 by a
In seporale actions, Ihe us Fish and
Colorado graup. The pe'ltlon claimed 'ha'
WildlifeServke has upgraded one rare
'he ftsher In ,Ilt Padflc s1a'esand Rocky
Idaho plan' from endangered 10Ihreal·
Moun'alns was 'hrea'ened by popula'ion
ened and declined '0 add a mammal '0
declines, small, isolated existing populo·
-'hellsl of threa'ened or endangered
tlon, habitat loss and fragmen'atlon,
species.
campe'iIIon, na'ural predation, low repro·
ductlve ra'es, 'rapping mortality and
MacFarlan,'s Four-O-C/ock
ecosys'em des'ructlon.
Recen' discoveries of populations of
. The FWS. condud~ tha,jh!pelitlon_
MacFirlime'sFour.O.Clo(k;ii 's1iOwypliiiii'-,;iied '0 sho~ 'ha' 'he fisher populations
wilh dus'ers of magenla flowers, In Idaho In Ihe wes'ern USareisola'ed from 'he
Increased Ihe known numbers of Ihe bush fisher In Ihe eas'ern USor Canada.
enough lhat 'he FWS decided 10'ake It
Accordingto FWS, ,Ilt ftsher disappeared
off 'he endangered species 1151.The plan' over much of Its range by 1900 because
has been on 'he endangered lis' since
of over·'rapplng and logging.
1979. Additional areas wherelhe plonlls
Althaugh 'he fisher prefers mature
growing were found by Idaho Department and old·growth farests and relies on
of Fishand Game researchers Inlhe
s'reamside habitats, IIoften uses young,
course of doing habitat work In 'he Hells natural~ regenerated forests In 'he win.
Canyon Na'ional Recreation Area.
'er and Is sensilive '0 habltal fragmonta·
Listingof plan's and anlma~ under
tlon. SeaSons were closed In 'he 19305
the Endangored Species Actaffecls feder· and 19405 over much of Ihe fisher's
01decisions aboulland management by
range and populations have rebounded In
Ihe Foresl Service and Bureau of Land
the eastern US,partly 'hrough relnrroduc.
Monogemenl. According10the FWS,'he
tlon. Populations have not recovered as
BLMhas reduced livestock grazing on its well In wes'ern s'a'es and In wes'ern
Ionds to a levellho' does no' odverse~
Canada as 'hey have In ,h., eoslern
affod lhe MacFarlane's Faur·O·Clock,
.skiles.
~,,_1lIaMip6des--4lle1lOl1hem
planl's hablla' from grazing allotments or Idaho ground squirrel and 'he bull
Is requiring 'ha' Iives'ock be removed
troul-remaln on the list of candidates
before the planls slart 10grow In Ihe
for deslgnallon under Ihe Endangered
spring. Bolh federal agencies cooperale
Species Act.The candidates IIslhas recent·
wllh prlvale land owners 10conserve Ihe
Iy been reduced 10 1B2 species, based on
plant and lis habilot on private lands.
new criteria Ihal requires enough posillve
Although Ihe planl has been reclassl· scientific Information 10lustlfy a Ilsling.
fled as Ihrealened, polentlallhreals
None of Ihe candldales have been
remain, such as lack of reproduction in
placed on Iho Ihrealened or endangered
some placos, Insects, Invasion of non·
Iisls, however, since Congress possed_a
nalive planls and Iho small size of some
moralorlum on new Iislings lasl year.
populolions.
The planl was fIrsl polnled oullo
Non-toxic shot approval
bolanislson Ihe Oregon side of Hells
streamlined
Canyon In 1936 by Snoke River boalman
The federal USFishand Wildlife
EdMacFarlane. II was discovered growing
Service
15allemptlng 10slreamllne 115
along Ihe Salmon River In 1947. On~ 27
procoss
for approving new kinds of non·
planls occupying 2S acres were known 01
loxic
shol
for sholgun sheik, bUlldoho
Ihe time II woslisled as endangered In
hunlers
probably
cannol expect 10see
1979. Newdiscoveries by IDFG
new
malerlals
on
Ihe markellhis fall.
researchers and 01hers have increased
Since
lead
shol
was banned from
Iho known acreage occupied by Iho planl
walerfowl
hunting
In
Ihe 19BOs,Ihe only
three· fold.
available
olrernatlve
unlillosl fall was
The final rule reclassifying Ihe planl
sleelshot
(actually
made
from sofllron).
from endangered 10Ihreorened was pub·
Pellels
manufactured
from
blsmulh and a
Iished In Ihe Federal Regls/er March 1S.
Irace of tin wore provisionally approved
by FWSfor Ihe 1051walerfowlseason. The
Th, fisher
Idaho Fishand Game Commissionaka
The FWShas declined a pelltlon 10lisl approved blsmulh/tln.
Ihe fisher, a col·slze member of Ihe
Sleel shol has not been popular wilh
weasel faml~, as Ihrealened or endan·
many Idaho walerfowlers because of its
gered In Ihe weslern us. The ruling wus
polenllol for damaging some types of
published in 'he Federal Regls/er March
older sholgun barrels and has been
I.
blamed for excessive wounding Iossos,
Fishers ore nallve 10Idaho as well as especlolly by goose hunlers. Alrernatlve
olher slalesln Ihe Northwesl and
types of shollhal mighI be (omparoble 10
Northern Rocky Mounlalns. They Inhabit
lead In soflness and downrange energy
foresls In Canada from coosllo coosl as
relentlon have boen eager~ awolled by

Plant status upgraded 'rom
endangered· to threatened,
mammal avoids hst
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compiled
walerfowl hunlers.
game animak, bUllhey willno longer be
Supplies of blsmulh/tln shol, currenl· excluded from app~ing for cenlrolled
~ manufactured by one small Texas com· hunts. A valid hunting license Is reqUired
pony, were exlreme~ IImlledlasl fall,
for conlrolled h'untapplicanls. Anyone
and 'he (osl was mare Ihan double Ihal
born on or ofier Jan. 1, 197 S musl rem'of sleel shol. FewIdaho walerfowl
plele on approved hunler education
hunlers were able to Iry lhe new shel·
course before oblalning a license.
shells.
The low wos changed by Ihe Idaho·
Blsmulh/lin come on Ihe markel rela· Leglslalure Ihls year.
Ilve~ qUick~ afler Ihe FWS relaxed some
of Its regulallonsthat would prevlous~
Sharptoll re-establlshment
have caused a marketing delay of aboul appears successful
IhrQ8YOCl".ff~!hellge~qls proposing -' NollveColumbianShorplail grouse
Ihollhe approval process be made easier. disappeared from Ihe Shoshone Basin In
Exlsllngprocedures "have proved 100
Ihe hills of soulhern Idaho more than 70
cumberseme during Ihe applkalloll
years ago, bUIrecenl efforts 10bring .
process for blsmulh/lln, 'he flrsl shol
Ihem bock seem 10have succeeded.
malerlal tested under exlsllng slandords"
IDFGupland game bird manager Tom
a recen' FWS news release sold. In oddl· Hemker sold blologlsls In Ihe Magic
tlon, Ihere have been importanl advances VolleyRegion have found onolher lek In
In Ihe field of ecological risk assessmenl Shoshone Basin Ihls spring, a slrong Indl'
Ihal can now be applied.
cation Ihal shorplails have (orne back 10
The proposed rules call for a Ihree·
Ihe basin to slay. Leksare Ihe well·
lIered lestlng process under whichall
defined breeding areas where sharplail
. appllcanls would be required 10complete grouse perform their spring dance rlluals.
a flrstllor, providing delailed Information (The mallng dance 15so spectacular thalli
aboul shol malerlol and coatings, Includ· waslncorporaled Inlo Ihe reperlolre of
Ing (hemkal characteristics and on anoly· Irlbal dances among several Native
515of environmenIal 'exlclty.1f found
American Irlbes.)
non·loxk Ihen, no further lestlng would
The deparlmenl has moved sharplails
be reqUired. On~ If Ihere 15on indication from Soulheaslldaho 10Shoshone Basin
ofloxlcJlywouldan~plkonIJJav.1090
.. 1inaIa-.,,'OtHnfs...tlyfar,
1o~tII1hidtilr.m18sts.
several years. Hemkernated that lhe
"For new Iypes of sholln whichIhere birds moslly laken from Ihe Rockland
15no Indication of a loxlclty problem, Ihe and Arbon volleys, are now abundant In
new procedures willallow appllconlslo . Ihe Southeasl Region. Hunlers have been
gain quick approval and move Iheir prod· laking more Ihan 10 000 sharpluils a
uct oul onlo Ihe markel" acting FWS
year In Ihe region Ih;ough mosl of Ihe
dlreclor John Rogers sold. ·We are hope· 19905. Stili, no sharploils are caplured
ful hunlers willsoofnbe able 10hcho~se
from leks wllh fewer Ihan 1S birds, and
from more Iypes a non·loxlc 5 01.
no more Ihan 20 percenl of any single
FWSofficials In Washlnglon, DCand
population 15caughl and moved.
Virginiasold commenls on Ihe proposed
Idaho has more Columbiansharplails
speed·up In regulations have been mini· Ihan any olher slale. The number has
mol. FWSballistician KeithMorehouse
grown dramallcally with Ihe Conservalion
sold no manufacturer of alternative shol Reserve Program, a federal form pro·
Iypes, olher Ihon Ihe blsmulh/lln compo· gram Ihol reworded formers of erodible
ny, have applied for approval yel. He
land for planling Ihalland In permanenl
also said he hod no Idea how many more cover aboull 0 years ago. TholJsandsof
applications mlghl be mode.
acres of dryland wheal ground has been
Morehouse did soy ha hod antlclpaled Idled In Soulheaslldaho for mosl of Ihe
on applicallon Involving molybdenum
pasl decode. Many species of wildlife lake
shol bUIhas nolseen II yal. Headded
advanlago of Ihe Ihlck cover vegelatlon,
Ihol he has heard of allempls 10manu·
bUIsharploil grouse populations seem 10
facture lungslen/~Iastlc shol and shol
be the blggesl beneficiary.
mode from lungslen, blsmulh and tin.
The fole of the conservation reserve
If requesls for approval of Ihose types program was In doubllhroughoul masl of
of shol or any olher new Iype are made, Ihe congresslonoldebole over Ihe new
FWSwill nol be able 10discussearly
federal form bill, bullosl.mlnule compro.
delalk because of Irode secrecy consider· mlses have preserved 01leaslIhe concepl
atlons, Morehouse sold.
of Ihe program. Rules for Implementing
Ihe lowwill be worked oulln Ihe nexl
Licenses available at 11
few weeks; Idaho conservollonlsls and
years old
represenlollves of IDFGplan 10offer help
EffectiveMay 1, youngslers who are
In Ihol process.
only 11 years old before Ihe conlrolled
Hemker sold Ihe Conservation
hunl application period bUIwho will be of Reserve Program, good as it has been for
legal age 10hunlln Ihe fall can oblaln a Idaho wildlife, Is a lemporory measure.
hunting license.
Long·lerm hoblla! preservation and
No one under 12 years of age can
Improvemenlls necessory 10assure Ihe
legally corry a firearm In Ihe field or hunl fulure of speclos such as Ihe sharplail

by Rhett Tnnner

grouse and roge grouse. He sold IDFGis
worklngwllh Iond manogemen' agencies
lin such a long·term habllat program
plan.

Commerdal property owner's
alert: New guidelines for tree
care
Commercial property owners have a
new sel of standards 10follow when
maintaining lrees: The Cityof Trees has
adopledRecommended Landscape
Slandardsfor Treo Core on Commorclol---·-Properties.
All(ommerclal preperty owners are
reminded to check with Planning and
. Zoning prior 10any eXlerlor (hange or
Improvemenl, such as removing or plantl.
ng Irees. No.compllance wllh Ihe sIan.
dards may resulr in Ihe 1055of on occu.
poney permit.
"We worked wllh the city 10assure
Ihe new gUidelines would keep Boise
beaullful, wllhou' being unduly burden.
some on property owners,• says Grove
Hummert, vice president of BOMA/IV.
The slandards (over pruning, malnlalnlng
Iree wells, managing pesls and sla~lng
Irees.
"Our main rooson for forming Ihe
gUidelines Is 10promole good tree main.
1Im1.......
es,~.. StmItwrchillo,
Boise Parks & ReueatJon's superinlen .
denl of resource services. "When land.
s(ape malnlenonce operations fail 10do
Iheirlob proper~, we all lose:
Poor Iree pradlceslnclude lopping
Irees, a practice Ihol tokes away Ihe
Iree's canopy and shade, ospeclolly
Imporlant on asphalr and concrele pork.
Ing lOIS,according 10Churchillo.ln addl.
tlon, lopping shortenslhe Iree's life spano
adding exIra expense for Ihe properly
owner 10replace It.
The Recommended Slandards for Tree
Care on Commercial Properties are avail.
able Ihrough BOMMV main office (343.
1244) and Boise Parks & Recreation's
Community Foreslry Unit (384·4083).

Kids Care contest winners
announced
Three Idaho elemenlary sludents
have won lop placos In Ihls year's Kids
Core posler (onlesl.
Thisannual conlesl seeks 10leach
kids aboulldaho's wildlife by having
Ihem develop a posler wllh a non·game
onimallheme. Three winners are selected
In each of Ihe slale's seven Deparlmenl
of Fish and Game regions; Ihey each
receive 0 T·shlrt, (ertlflcale and a free
subscrlpllon to Idaho Wildlife magazine.
In addlllon to Ihose prizes, Ihe Ihree slale
winners will have Ihelr poslers published
In Idaho Wildlife.
The slale winners were Jillion
Blackburn, Glenns Ferry; Rachel Geisel,
Buhl; and Adam Waligora, Pocolello.
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IWe have.e.beautfful mother:"
The€;fy ol1reesce/elJrafesEorthDoyl9'96
by Rhett Tanner

5:30. Folks arc encouraged to bring instruments to join
in celebration of all things natural.
In addition to the festivities at Julia Davis Park,
Dreamwalker in Downtown Boise (1015 W. Main St.)
will host an Earth Day Gallery, which will open on
Thursday, April 18 and run through May 1. The Earth
Day Gallery will showcase several local artists' work in
photography, painting and drawing. The event is a celebration of Earth Day through naturally 'inspired art.
To kick of~)~aJ1~:}?~xcel~~.'l'l!Q:[s."~n~open
the
'-'-~how,
Dre~pt~~IJ(~P~'Ut~~t~.~!~,open"hl!c·p~eliY
read-

...

gram.
Food, beverage and vendor booths wllJ also be available, as well as live musical entertainment
throughout
Throughout the centuries, the Boise River has been
the day,
an oasis in the desert country of the Snake River Plain
Turnout and support for Idaho Earth Fest has grown
for both people and other animals. At one time, salmon
tremendously;
in 1995, over 8,000 people attended our
teemed upstream, intent on finding the places of their
event. This reflects not only Earth Fest's success, but
origin. At one time, native people's walked along it's
also the growing concern in our community toward
banks and fished its waters from beneath lush cottonenvironmental
problems and the desire of individuals to
become involved.
woods and willows. At one time, French trappers,
"caughrlnJUvct
andothcffurbclii'e'is
along the cool
'
Unlike Allcrnatlve Earth Day, Earth Fest '96 is not
free. Admission to Earth is $5udults, $1 children under
wa~;~:'se trappers, impressed, it would seem, by this
109;~r~1fo;~~;i~;~1 ~\W~';~~l~~y
Gall:;y,.,~;:lr H.
12, with n special family rate of $12. Shull lc bunscs
patch of fertility inthe middle of the desert, called this
Kirk ,t!S23-4 5 l• Fd(!M9~li)~~,~,9~ion the Altet~ative
from many locations throughout Boise will be provided,
and for shuttle hus riders, bikehqind walkers, a special
tre~-Iinedriver
and thOJe~ion s,~,rrounding it La Riviere
Eart.!fnay ccleb~¥tion!l'h~~;f<Y~.n~~, call NRPP at 345Earth Day rate of $3 will be provided.
BCJ/se, "The Wooded Rlv~r.'" .; '\"
8077,~rp~,~,~~,~12;~9~1h
' .;
Today, The City of Trees'·til S itf1:11hores. Salmon.
,",/j,7 -/:;:,; ".:"::",'">'~<..
-:',.'.
ProccedscovcriJI8th~c<~slofthe
event will benefit
t\V() flilc~rganl;t~tiQnswho.clU'~~r9n
the work lind spirit
have been replace bY"half.n'll, '. "rddl'pf (:1tr'(""~"": ':;,".: ':
,of Earth Dllylhroushoujihc
ycar;The Idaho
~~~II:~r;'c~~~~~~~,~~~~;~~~~j~~J~~~~~·~i~~~b·~i~;i~:'·
,/ On
the4~us 0l6~~s upstream to
. Conservation Lcngucand l'hlfldaho
Wildlife
rederntion,"
Indian bands, wall{'~~~()nt~lt~@'tottonwoods
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'i,l
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::,,~e~e~al on-gol~g, ~a,q!~s~on proJe~ts Ih.a~·~h.lldr~nJ1n,
/
lypP,Hlghtowerand DonoHaynosfrom KIVI(hannol6
ments aplenty throughout the event.
.
\'lS\.'I,';iJ,~m
In a~ ~n,y tlrp,Cldur.mg the day ~ feshvllleS.lnclu~,"g.
• S,tovoShannon and MolissoDawnfrom Magic93.1
An Earth Ceremony will open the celebratiori/{Ql·
such, aCllvlhes.~R making polato prints, vegglcw1orlng;
.',: 'RilcdJohnson, slngor and ontortalnor
lowed by live music throughout the day. Goody~ii~~
to~c~y-fe~IY,:~bxes, pa~er c~stin~, ~akin~ animalpllw
.: .. ,e;' DonnyOlson,a local biologistand goologlstwhososklls ontortaln
and the Country Kind will share the spotlight with ::k:~!, print 1"~~,!~ts und planting, Idelltlfylng am mal ~Cllt and. . ,liS thoy oducato. Hisaltor-ogo, "(rillorman," Is a gruff yot gontlo
Rebecca Scoll and A-Romb Shoes. Kimm Rogers an'd;,'.>,. face pailltl,i1g~,,,. .
..'
>': i NorthWoodshormll who snalchos·"voluntoors"from tho audlonco.
Beltane will play ncoustic sets alternating with\»:{,.
Kids WIll alsC) b!lql)!,~J9p.I~rt ,and tuke h.om~,,(>nypf;/)
Hisblls are both hilariousand onllghtonlng. Housos humor to can.
l3ullerfly Train and Stuntman's electric sets..,'~90trees
do~nted by Lucky P,eak Nurse~Y,(I.nst{~ch6nl'l
voy his vast knowlodgoof naturo and ocology.
There will be speakers, poels and dancing from the
\\Vllt~e provl.ded), as well as walcll tl)c:l,',~hhnsot the
JosuphlnoJanos, a ronownodpoot and wrllor, Is 0151) a dynamic
l3ahni Dancers in-belween bands,
Ear.t~.,l?ayB,~rthday Cake an~ co~or,Jn~~?tho)
996
performor and has sovoralonvlronmonlalpooms sho willprosont.
A drum circle will close Alternative Earth Day at
Idllh.o:~~!!~ ~~~~t~~?IJ?:r ... ,'t'l /(:,/'::::,:'.:"r::
Jonos willbo accompanlodby gullorlst Sam Morrlckof tho L.A.bond,
. 1hb~(1;~,lpt~r\~ 'Aren~ltl also' InCI~!d\l(!i~veral educuLeavingTrains.
llonal presel\\ll.!to,rs and erlf~nts:
jf ,(,
LovlHolt,lhe splrlluolloodor of tho NozPorcotrlbo,ls Earth
Alternallve Earlh Day, April 20, Julia Davis Parkng
p9
Schedule of Evenls:
°a ",:olf hO\\,V .., com ..U~.lt
..:,!.o.
n CO?~~,cted bY,The Wolf
Fost'shonorod guost and spoakor. Ho novor fails to ovoko omollon
EducatIOn and R~~arch ~mer; a!4emonstratlOn by
and concornIn his IIstonorsfor tho wolfaro of tho Earth as wo know
Mounlain Search an4. Resp~~po~~;
It.
Inlroductlon/Eorth(oremony
11:45a.m.
o"The Silent World'()f Snakes;" featuring experts
BullornyTrain
12:00 p.m.
displaying live snakes a'~d'~xplalriing Ihe necessity of
Unlly YaulhWorkshop
12:45 p.m.
their presence in the ecosystpm; ••..
Blue Unicorn, The Boise Consumer Co-op, Albertson!!,
MonroTIsh,Raptor Rohablillator
1:05 p.m.
o"Animals in Distress,'f:a 'ri~s'llntation on bats by
Pullover Prints, Quik Prinl, The Wolf Education and
.
Stuntman
1:30 p,m.
Mady Schmill;;'·
iji.:.
Research Center, Lucky Peak Nursery,and
severnl
Roodlngof Dr.Souss'sThe Lorax
2:15p.m.
·''The Grizzy Bear," ~ pr?~enlll\lon by l30b Kibler
olher fine local organizations.
All sponsors arc commitBoitano
2:30 p,m.
from
the
Fish
and
Wildlife'Department,
with
a
grizzly
ted
10
finding
ways
to
preserve
resources for future gen.
Bel~
Dandng
by
Sahra
3:00 p.m.
pelt and plasler footprint casts as purl of the demonstraerntions while balancing the needs of people making a.
KlmmRogors
3:15 p.m.
lion;
,
living.
RebeccaScolland A-BombShoes
3:45 p.m.
'Sing-alongs
with local musician nnd writer Roy
Volunteers nrc still needed. Call Rocei Johnson at
RabbiFink,spooker
4:30 p.m.
Farrar of The Wolf Education and Research Center;
342-2206 for more information.
GoodyBlickand the CounlryKind
4:45 p.m.
'''Project Wild," which will include activities and
Drumcircle/dosing ceromony
5:30 p.m.
demonstrations
from the award-winning
classroom pro-
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tho 1996·97 newspaper staff (yes,
we pay). We're loo~lng for recep·
1I0nlstsi$taffwrltors, section editors, photographers and graphic
arlisls. Summer work Is also avail·
able. Applicallons are available at
The Arbiter's plush basemenl,
located below Ihe Women's (onler
at Unlverslly Drive and Michigan
Stroot.

Air Force
Clfnleal .•Nurslng

Benefits

I

j

,
I

Contact an Air Force health
professions recruiter near you
for more information. Or call

• Resumes

• COllsuUing

Call Matt Stanley at 853-3848

- THE SOURCE FOR NEWS AT
BOISE STATEUNIVERSITY

•• HIII

TirE SOURCE FOR NEWS
AT BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY

• Typing services

The Arbiter

1·800·423·USAF.
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Health Professions
BUILDING WORl.D·CLASS COMPUTERS AND WORLD CLASS CAREERSIII

NOWHIRING

Stop by and vIsit us Friday, April 19 from 1:00 to
5:00 In tho SUBI
Micron Electronics, Inc. has openings for
PART·TIME CUSOMER SERVICE/CASHIERS
at our Computer Showroom located at 9999 W. Emerald, Boise.
Candidates need 10 be flexible to work evenings and Saturdays
(anywhere from 18·38 hours a week). Parl·tlme benllits are alec
available including: pro-ratod profit aharing, pay for performance,
discounted slock oplions, and tuition naslstanco,
•
•
•
•
•

DAYCIIW/HOIRYMANAGBBr
WeO{f",:
I GOOD WAQ••
WITH RIQULAR RRYIEW.
• "'II MULl I PAID
AU
• HHOLAlltHIP ... 00
.
• VAGATION .IN.m.
(YOlI1'
cholet o/CASIl90NUS
• 0

POTiNTIAL

Abo A alL:able far Houri,

.
Manttgemlt\I:

01 rAJD

.

II you ore Interested In being considered lor this position, please sond an
application and/or resume to:
Micron Eloctronlcs, Inc,
Alln: Human Roscourco8 .H81oo
900 E. Korchor Rd.
Nompa.ID 83607

TIMEOFF'

• HInTH IIIaUIIA••
• DOlLOP_NT "NUl
I EIIPLOYlI A....
rANO..... oaRAIl
NO EXPERIENCE RI;QUIRED • UNIFORMS PROVIDED
AlJllUCllIIoru CDllbf p'k/ud Nfl and kIt jllllny
klmIn I1MOIIOM~

McDonald 9 ~'8taurant
. or IlI4llld Co

McOonIIlt. 0II0t. 0003 0iIllInd I'kt, 6tt. 1.0104' _II

Quallllcatlons:
Sirong lolcphono and verbal communlcntlon skills
Allenllon 10 detail wllh strong organizational skills
Ability to handle multiple tasks
Retail experlnnce preferred
Computer knowledge

Fox: (200) 003·0976

For Information about oihor positions available at Micron Electronics, Inc. call
our Employment Hotline at: (200) 093·3990 or Toillree at (000) 276·1302

moo

Pr eWnant?
and need help ...

FREE

shouldn't be left
to chance • • •

Pregnancy test

Birthright
342-1898
All help is confidential and free

1-800-550-4900

fJ
.

Planned Parenthood of Idaho
6~11 Clin,ton ~tr'eetl Boise ?76-9300

.

BIrth conn 01 exams and supplies • Pregnancy tests - HIV tests
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Men's tennis
pounds..Utah."I'm not relieved. I'm overjoyed:"
--Greg Patton
by Michelle Schwend

Ben Davidson playing at No.3 doubles with HlckardStrom last
Saturday afternoon. They lost their match 8-6.

Ryan Thompson and Joson Andorsan playodtho No.2 doubles team lost Saturday agaInst
Ulah. They won their malch 8·5.

The men's tennis team playe~1 Utah
last weekend for the third seut in the
region. They got it hy a long shot, win·
ning every mutch in singles and 1111 hut
one in doubles (7.0).
They were ready, their confidence
was up lind Ihey played like they wanted it. Three months ago, Utuh heal
Boise State 3·4 on their home turf', It
WIlS time to give the Aggics n taste of
their own medicine.
"I'm overjoyed. This WIlS hig for our
program; il WIlS hlg for our goals,"
llcnd Coach Greg Pillion snid, "It WIlS a
rough day hut if you don't demand, If
you don't have rough days, you're not
going to get any better, That's how you
develop."
Ernesto Dillz In the No. \ slnglcs
position and Rickard Strom lit No.2
were both struggling in their first sets.
David Dnlgnard at No.3 and Ben
Davidson at No.4 lost theirs.
What happened hctwccn each play·
crs' first and second r;ct Is only known
to themselves. Whatever motivation
speech thcy prcnchcd in thclr minds
worked. They figured it was time to do
what they had come to do.
Dinz went on to earn II 6-4, 6-4 win
against ChrisJian Svensson. Strom (7.5,
7·6), Dnlgaard (\.6,6-4,
6·() lind
Davidson (3-6, 6·1, 6·1) wcntthree sets
lind all walked lIwuy with wins.
Jason Anderson lit No.5 lind Steve
Vozcl: at No.6 both came out-on top
winning 6·2, 6·3; 7-5, 6.\, respectively.
"We just trusted in the fuct thnt if we
knew what we were going to do then
good things we're going to happen to
us," Patton said,
Now the team is within striking distance of the road 10 tho NCAAs. A
stretch they huvc been peering down all
season.
"The team has como to ajuncture.
Thank god thatwe s!ayed on the right
road and we didn't go down the one
way street going the wrong way,"
Patton said.
One element was missing from tho
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Brian Davidson wins decathlon
at Oregon Invitational
Brion Davidson posted a two-day total of 7,345 points in winning the decathlon at the Oregon
Invitational last weekend.
A senior member of the Boise State University track and field team, Davidson scored 3,393
points on April 12, to go along with his first day total of 3.952.
In Friday's five events, Davidson posted a time of 14.85 in the 11O-meter hurdles, threw the discuss 132-6, pole vaulted 14-7 1/4 feet, had a javelin throw of 172-4 and finished the day with a
---~i1mcTnthc-I®:-meter
dash, long-jumped 23-2 3/4. had a shot put of 44-03/4, high jumped 6-51/2
and ran the 400-meters in 50.01.
Davidson finished 262 points ahead of second place Troy McDonough of the University of
Montana who posted a score of 7,083 points.
This was the second decathlon Davidson has competed in this year. His first was on March 14
and 15 when he scored a school record 7,712 points to automatically qualify for the 1996 NCAA
Division I Track and Ficld.Champlonshlps, The championships will be held 01) the campus of the
University of Oregon.
.

Bronco gymnasts compete ·in
West Region Cham-pionship~

WHY A NURSE
ANESTHETIST
SHOULD BECOME AN
ARMY OFFICER.

• Leadcrshlp, Worklng with our professional health care team
afforda you many opportunltles to develop strong leadership
quallUes as a commissioned officer.
• Continuing Education. Such opportunities In the Anny are an
important part of a nurse's career path.
• Profcsslonal Exposurc. Greater exposure to top health care
professionals and opportunities to work In a more autonomous
environment
• Exccllent Pay. Salary and Bonuses adding up to over $45,000
the first year, plus a great benefits package.
There arc other reasons, of course, and our Nurse Recruiter
can discuss them with you. Find out why Anny Nursing Is
for you. Call:

800·253·ARMY ext. 321
BI ALL YOU CAN BI:
ARMY NURSE CORPS

The Bronco gymnastics team traveled to Los Angeles last weekend to take part in the NCAA
Western Regional Championships.
BSU came in fifth place with a score of 192.250 in front of sixth place CIII State Fullerton and
Seventh place UC Berkley.
.
UCLA placed first with II score of 195.450; Oregon State WIISsecond at 195.000 with Stanford
lind Washington following.
On vault, the first Boise State gymnast to place was Johnnu Evans who tied for ninth with
Jamie Stauffer of Washington, earning a 9.825.
Carrie Roelofs tied fpr fifth on the uneven parallel bars with Klara Kudilkova of Washington at
9.825. The next Bronco to place was senior Leslie Mott who took II three-way tie at 9.775.
The beam proved to be a problem with only two Broncos placing in the top 15. Motltied for
thirteenth with Katy Maty of Cal State Fullerton at 9.750. Diana Loosli tied for fifteenth at 9.725
with KatieFitzpatrick of Stanford.
BSU's Carrie Roelofs involved herself in a seventeenth four-way tic with UCLA and two gymnasts from Oregon State on the beam.
Heather Werner on the floor exercise placed fifth with four other gymnasts from varying
schools. The score of all five gymnasts was 9.775.
Meghan Fillmore was the next Bronco to place on the floor exercise with a score of 9.675,
which put her in a three-way tic for 21st.
In all-around competition, Boise Slate's Carrie Roelofs came in eleventh with a score of
38.425. Johnna Evans followed at 181h with her score of 37.875.

The Arbiter sports staff is
looking for football and basketball writers for next year.
Knowledge of sports a
must. Apply at the Arbiter
offices across from the
Student Union Building.
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Davidson puts
awe lntothe eyes
of his beholders
by Michelle Schwend

That determination hasn't gone unannounced. In the 20 wins he has collaborated over the past year, over 80 percent
The men's tennis team travels-to the
University of Washington tournament for of those have been by 3 point leads.
Although he is intense on the competthe first official tournament of the year
ing court, it doesn't equal the amount
on January )3. They loose the doubles
displayed at practices. No matter what,
point in the third match against
Davidson produces toO plus percent of
Minnesota; the score was )·0 going into
what ever he has.
.
singles play and Boise State did not hold
"I think that [leads] to my success,"
the lead.
Davidson said. "I play in game day situaHead Coach Greg Patton looks at It
tions
every day."
team-his team-with their heads hangThe junior from Washington was born
ing and resembling nothing close to a
and bred a UW Husky from alumni par- ,
team that beat Pallon's former UC-Irvine
ents but fortunately, the coach there did
two days before.
Patton looks at his guys with the intent not impress him as much as Patton did.
"[Patton] did everything first class
stare he always reserves for just these
and I wanted to go to the best tennis promoments and says something he truly
gram I could," Davidson said. "Boise
means: "What arc you guys so depressed
State had the best."
about? The scores l-I. It's tied."
'
Only as a freshman did Davidson
Simply put, a Ben Davidson singles
entertain
thoughts of foregoing tennis. It
win was guaranteed.
It's times like those when Patton relics wasn't until he was on the court with his
teammates and traveling with them on
on his No;S man to come through in a'
crunch. Davidson's 20-3 wining record in road trips, did he find he had discovered
dual matches proves he's done above and .a place he wanted to make his own.
"[Recruiting him] was a stroke of
beyond the call of duty.
genius on my part," Patton said. "He's
Patton doesn't have an easy job when
absolutely phenomenal, especially when
people want him to talk about Davidson.
he's playing for the guys-the brothers."
The only thing he's looking for in that
In high school, Davidson played point
situation is a place to start and even then
guard
on the basketball team, quarterback
he's resorted to sighing, "Gosh, there's
for football and shortstop/second base for
so many things."
baseball. He was a coaches dream; he
Okay, let's make this easy and go-to
the scorcbook, Count up Davidson's wins had a fusion of talent that would be a
thrill to unleash.
and let that trigger some thought. Patton
Patton was the fortunate one to be able
counts 20 wins, three losses. Even that
to do thai. Years ago when Davidson was
renders him speechless.
the No.8 or 9 guy on the team, three top
"That's amazing."
It's not many athletes who can put that players were sick and injured. In a matter
of a week, Davidson had graduated to '
kind of wonder into the eyes of their
playing within the top 6 of the team.
coaches tiut Davidson has the gift of a
Once
he was in, there was no getting him
god.
out.
"lie's II legend among coaches,"
"When an opportunity knocks, he's
Patton said. "He's an athlete that just
the
first one at the door," Patton said.
keeps punching. You knockhim down
"Once
he's in the party, there's no
and he's up twice as fast."
bouncer to get him out,"

Sports Editor

Bon Davidson fills tho No.4 and S position on tho mon's tonnls toam.
Nerve damage to his neck his sophoDavidson written all over them with
more year in high school kept Davidson
, sweat, blood and success," Patton said.
from playing all the sports he was so
"He's a champion."
used to participating in. By the time he
If you want to go to a match to watch
was well enough to play, spring had
this boy wonder in tictiontlt'won't help
arrived and tennis had begun. "~"
you to listen fo,r,olldOf his teammates to'
"It was kind of a blessing I got'ncrvc
call out his name. More often than not,
damage because it made.me choose a
you'll hear "Benny!" or "Benito!"being
sport," Davidson said.
screamed in his direction. References to
Playing in the big leagues made
Harley Davidson or Conan the Barbarian
Davidson push his way further into a col- sum up what they say about "Benito."
legiate tennis career. Division II is all the
Conan the Barbarian and Harley
further he would have gone in basketball
Davidson are not actual nicknames, but
or football. Tennis gave him the opportuit's how Patton prefers to describe his
nity to play with the big boys at the
working man hero.
Division I level.
"He's an a~hlete who goes Rl;Jtthere
"I think this is everything that he
with the sagging socks and the dirty,
wanted," Patton said. "This is a house
scruffy tennis shoes," Pa,t~onlaughs."Ho
that he's helpedbulld, It's a pretty sturdy doesn't have five rackets; he has his two
house now,"
beat up old Prince [rackets):"
Davidson has taken his colossal
Patton feels Davidson isby far the
amount of athletic abilities and made tra- , best No. S player in the nation. With only
dition at Boise State. He was here for the one more year as a Bronco, the time span
graduation of the first men's tennis genis narrowing to prove that theory.
eration; he'll graduate in the second
However, both his coach and his teamround.
mates feel there should be no problems
"There's nil those courts with
hilling in that category.

Men's and women's tennls-«
Big Sky Conference .Championships
----------------------------------------------------~Women' -- April 19-21

BSU Outdoor Tennis Courts'

.

"

Men --April 26-28 BSU Outdoor Tennis Courts:

·14 JHfAR.I1f'
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The/u'biferinvites students to join the 1996-97 newspaper staff (yes, we pay). We're looking for recepJionisfi,staff writers, section editors, photographers and graphic artists. Summer work is also available.
Applications are available at The Arbiter's plush basement, located below the Women's Center at
University Drive and Michigan Street.
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SUMMER

I
I ASBSU(385-1440) provides

JOBS FOR THE ENVIROMENT

: free legal consultation(s) with
I an Attorney for most legal problems
: you may have. Take advantage! ..
I call ASBSUfor an apptmt.
L Attomeys: Margaret Lezamiz & John Schroeder
I

Ear. $2500 to $4000 lid Make A Dlff'rencel
Work wIlh the SIerra 0lIl, the P1RGs,and GrttI CoIps Caqdga 10
save endangered species, protect national parks and refarm government.
Defend the envItomenI from CongllS1lonal roIlhadls. Positions available
in 33 slates and D.t On mmpus interviews: April 17' & 18'
Can Jamie 1-800·7S-EARlH Groduating seniorsosk for Angela

I
:
I
:
I
~I

.,i
')
'-1

(,

'V or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we
.I.' recommend TIAA·CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-deferred
annuities designed to help build additional assets-money that
can help make the difference between living and living well
after your working years are over.
Contributions toyour SRAs are deducted from your salary
ona pretax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so
you start saving on federal and, in most cases, state and local
income taxes right away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAa are also tax-deferred until you receive them as income.
That can make a big difference in how painful your tax bill is
every year.

As the nation's largest retirement system, based on assets
under management, we offer a wide range of allocation choices
- from the TIAA Traditional Annuity, which guarantees
principal and interest (backed by the company's claims-paying
ability), to T1AA-CREF':i diversified variable annuity
accounts. And our expenses are very low," which means more
of your money goes toward improving your future financial
health.
To find out more, call I 800 842-2888. We'll send you a
complete 8RA information kit, plus n free slide calculator that
shows you how much 8RAs can lower your taxes.
Call today-c-it couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'"
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Highlights: Rich Stoltz (D) 2-3, 2 runs, HR; Ken Calton (D) 2-3, 2 runs, HR, 3
BI; Jen Bresnahan (T) 2-3; Tony Navaratte (T) 2B, 2 runs.

Softball
Men's

W

L

RBS
Cubbies
Kappa Sigma
Usual Suspects

1
1

0
0
1
1

Sand Volleyball

0

0

Cubbies
Usual Suspects

1005742=191710
0150270=
15 18 8

W

Refriger Raiders
Nate's Gang
Fab4
AISES
Funnyman
Independents
Spiked Punch

4
3
3
1
0
·0
0

L
0
0
2
2
1
3
3

Highlights: Rich Stoltz (C) 3-5; Kenny Calton (C) 2-5, 2 runs, HR; Josh Stark
(C) 2-4,3 runs; Shad Lethlean (C) 2-4, 2 runs; Jason Arrington (US) 2-4, 2 runs;
Nick Veldhouse (US) 2-4, 2 runs; Worthy (US) 3-4, 3 runs, 3 Bi; Gregg Burghaudt
(US) 3-4, 2 BI.

Soccer

Co-Rec
Premier
National

W

L

Field of Dreams
Waco Kids
BLBombers
Enigma

2

o
o

Enigma
Waco Kids

2

o

2

o

2

115004 = 11 187
731 21 x = 14 14 3

Highlights: Stephanie Davilla (E) 3-4; Josh Stark (E) 2-4, 2 runs, HR, 4 BI;
Jillian Gronski (WK) 3-4, 2 runs; Worthy (WK) 4-4,3 runs, HR, 3 BI.

.,i
'!
'-1
n

Field of Dreams
BL Bombers

320014= 10 183
231 020 = 8 154

Highlights: Tenielle Gibson (FOD)3-4; Egan Lasley (FOD) 3-4, 2 runs; Matt
Shriver (FOD) 3-4, 2 runs, 2 BI; Amy Lenhart (FOD) 2-4, GWRBI; Fred Goode
(BL) 2-4, 22B; Kevin Israel (BL) 2-3; Darlene Bailey (BL) 2-3, 2 BI.
Field of Dreams
Enigma

00132 = 695
013 00 = 43 2

Highlights: Wes Sakamato (FOD) 2-3, 3B; Tenielle Gibson (FOD) 2-3; Jen
Barry (E) 2 runs.
Waco Kids
BL Bombers

810 304 = 1623 1
000520 = 7 122

Highlights: Fred Goode (BL) 3-3, 2B, HR, 4 BI; Brad Larrando (BL) 2-3;
Tammy Pascoe (BL) 3-4; Worthy (WK) 4-4, 2 runs, 2B; Ben Moritz (WK) 4-5, HR;
Janene Webster (WK) 3-5, HR; Jeremy Zimmerman (WK) 2-5 2 runs, 2B; Darian
Robbins (WK) 2-3,2 runs; Noah Smith (WK) 4-4, 4 runs, 3 2B.

American

W

L

Dingers III
Brown's Gang
Dec-Three
The Cool Guys
Towers

1

o
o
o
o

o
o

Dingers III
Towers

10604 = 11 76
01022=
587

o
o

1

W

L

2

0

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

o

2

1st Division

W

L

Keltic
Enigma
Sand Baggers
Kappa Sigma
CHS

2

I

2
1
1

1
I

o

2

BSUSC
Los Cacheros
Los Pancheros
Pilsen
Friends United
Gimee 25
Friends United 4 Los Cacheros 0
BSUSC 5 Los Panch eros 1
Pilsen 8 Gimee 251
Los Cacheros 8 Pilsen 3
BSUSC 5 Friends United 4
Los Pacheros 3 Gimee 25 1

I

Keltic 4 Sand Baggers 3
Enigma 2 CHSO
Kappa Sigma 2 Keltic 1
Sand Baggers 5 Enigma 1
Keltic 4 CHS 2
Golf Tournament, April 22
The BSUintramural golf tournament will be held Monday, April 22 at Quail
Hollow Golf Course in Boise; Idaho. The tournament will begin at 4 p.rn. with the
tournament being a 2-player best ball tournament. Fees will be $18 per player
.
which includes green fees and a cart. Questions call 385-1131 for more information.
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gram."
It would be much easier for Mayo to
come into the position with a loosing
team. Nobody would expect him to do
anything but improve. It's such the case
though, the women are the defending
(Big Sky) indoor and outdoor champions and the men are coming off a third
place finish in last year's outdoor championships.
"Now that I'm in the [head coaching]
position and not to have success, obviously that would be a really difficult situation," Mayo said. A nervous laugh
escaped him when he went on, "For me
to not be having success would not be a
good situation."
That's not expected though. Jacoby
feels Mayo can do the job; he pushed for
him to get there.
"I supported him, I recommended
him," Jacoby said. "I'm very comfortable that he can take off and go from
here."

Randy Maya with wife Karene and their daughter Hailey Roe (S).
Mayo has everyone's support and
pull so he should be nothing but 100
percent ready and focused. He is-with
some mixed feelings.
His mixed feelings come in the area
of Jacoby. and rightfully so. The student-athlete-turn ed-coach has been
around this man for over 15 years.
Jacoby is not just somebody Mayo sees
at the office everyday and says a quick
hello to. He's has become a father to
Mayo; someone who has instilled values
and morals within a young man growing
up.
Jacoby has been through Mayo's
wins and losses as an athlete, his marriage, the birth of his child and numerous other occasions.
"I think it's going to be a difficult
transition for myself coming to the
office and not only am I loosing someone I work with, I'm loosing avery .
close friend who's not going to be

--------

there," Mayo said. "Hopefully,I've
learned enough from him that I won't
screw things up from what we've established here within our program."
Mayo has learned many things from
Jacoby in the years he has been with
him. Now, he doesn't think he learned
enough.
"I'm trying to use him up as much as
possible so I can get as much information as I can out of him," Mayo said.
Mayo's goals and ambitions are the
same as Jacoby's have been. Together
they have established one of the top
track and field teams in the country.
The goal at the beginning was to get
their team within the top three of the
conference. Done. The next goal was to
find the athletes that would put them in
the upper tier of winning some championships. Done. What's next?
The goal Mayo has set for himself
now is to establish his own identity. The
phrase Mission Impossible comes to
mind when Mayo
thinks about finding
someone to replace
Jacoby.
"He's gone; I
can't dwell on
coach Jacoby,"
Mayo said. "I can't
sell kids we recruit
anymore on coach
Jacoby. If there's
any kind of change,
first and foremost,
I'm going to make
sure I establish my
own identity in
myself."
A lot of the
expectations come
from the personal
side of Mayo. He
doesn't plan on letting the team fall
from where it is
now. He wants to win every year, but
then, doesn't every coach? Yes, but
Mayo has a plan and his wife has given
him a one year grace period. He can
have all the time in the world to work on
keeping the dynasty he helped build.
After that, he has to remember he has a
family.
Starting in a new conference is also
part of the benefits Mayo will be enjoying. The people in the Big Sky, the
one's he's been competing against for
the past years, won't be able to pitch
any good-natured ribbing about it being
his first year as a head coach. Mayo will
be setting his own identity in a conference that doesn't know any other identity beyond the level of competition Boise
State has set.
.
"Our goal is to move into the Big
West; our goal is not to just move-there
and compete, our goal is to move in the
Big West and win championships,"

WEONESOAtAPRILl7,19961HEARBlTER

Mayo said.
"What I do and what he does
shouldn't be necessarily alike," Jacoby
said. "He's going to have to determine
what he wants to do and not take a
whole lot off of what I've done because
I'm out of the picture and it will be his
program."
In the past years,the Broncos have
run a developmental-type program in
the track and field arena. Other schools
are getting the kids out of high school
that are going to be great. Boise Stale
has been taking the kids who as freshman, they're going to be okay, as a
sophomore, they're going to be better,
as ajunior they're going to be "pretty
darn good," and as a senior, they will be
beating the kids from others schools
who were great as freshman.
Mayo and his coaching staff will
keep up that style but they'll have to do
it with hard work and making sure they
recruit just a little bit better athlete in
the process.
"Somehow, we're going to have to
work harder and beat the bushes to find
somebody a little bit better to make up
for the lack of coaching that maybe that
kid [will] get," Mayo said.
Ultimately though, the responsibility
will fall on Mayo.
"[In the past] if we didn't have a
good conference meet, I was bummed, I
was frustrated, but [Jacoby] was the person everybody looked to," Mayo said.
"He was the one that was ultimately
responsible, it sure the heck wasn't me."
The pressure will be on in full force.
The extra hours at the office; the extra
workouts on the weekends, will all be
part of self-inflicted weight on Mayo's
shoulders.
"That's just how lam," Mayo said.
All this in one package. One head
track and field coaching position.
Mayo's degree in Marketing has come
in handy at times but he never went to
Micron or Morrison Knudsen like he
had planned too. The birth of his daughter five years ago has made him start
thinking about retirement, investing his
funds and providing for his family. If
that would have been better in some
other field, Mayo will never know. He
also won't knowif a different coaching
position would be greener.
"I can't see myself doing this anywhere else," Mayo said. "Jacoby always
said, 'Randy, the grass isn't greener on
the other side of the hill.' Maybe I've
been brainwashed by Jacoby into believing this is just the best place for me to
stay."
The element of failure is always
close to knocking at any single door and
t~e issue must be recognized. Mayo situates himself While laughing nervously
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and a lot more emotionally," Jacoby said.
"She'sin the tail end of her career bulit's "
going to be interesting to see what happens
this [outdoor] season."
Jenkins holds no burden in saying the
frustration, hard work and determination
has all been worthwhile. Her blood, sweat
and tears for the last three years have all
been worth it. Worth what? A trip to the
indoor national championships a little more
than a month ago.
The experience was a first for Jenkins
and one she hopes to repeat for the outdoor
season, she just has to keep exploding over
the bar and pray the last three years wiil
continue to payoff.
Her post-collegiate season willmore
than likely involve some Olympic trials but
that's something she will have to discuss
with Jacoby later. Right now, her time has
to be spent on qualifying for outdoor
nationals.
"It's easier not to think about it right
now," Jenkins said. "I just have to deal
with outdoor and I need to deal with qualifying for outdoor nationals."
Jenkins is serious when trying to compete at her best but the air around her lightens when she lets it. Jenkins laughs with a
smile that has become more permanent in '
the past three years, "For now, 1just have
to do what I'm doing cause my brain can't
handle too much information."
She's able to laugh about her struggles
which lets everyone around her know she
came out on top; she did survive, "I know
that I know everything I possibly can know
about high jump."
Jenkins will be in action this weekend at
the Bob Gibb Classic held at Bronco
Stadium. After that, it's another home meet
in the Boise State Quadrangle. Then the
road to the nationals will begin with the
Big Sky Championships held in Tempe,
Ariz.

Sports Editor
After years of frustration and disap-

-polntment, coming out with your confidence still intact is about as exiting as

mE ARBITER/JOHN
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Senior Julie Jenkins has overcome three years and has
reached her goals.

reaching a long term goal. Still, not much
is said when Julie Jenkins talks about her
improvementover the last three years as a
Bronco. Her track and field collegiate
career has, held some ups, but mostly its
held its downs.
"It has been very frustrating because I
have not improved," Jenkins said. "I came
with the expectation that I would jump six
feet or 6'1, but that wasn't the case."
Jenkins has struggled with her athletic
abili~ilJs!hl!>!,Jgho~t,m.Q!jtofher college .,
education. This year, she Set out to do her
best and make people take notice.
The first obstacle to be overcome on
the long road to her senior year was Head
Track and Field Coach Ed Jacoby completely changing her style and implementing what he knew to be best.
"I had to unleam all my bad habits, start
from scratch and then build back up,"
Jenkins said. "It's taken me four years to
understand what [Jacoby's] been trying to
tell me. Now I can do it and make it
work."
Jacoby simply felt that she had been
doing things incorrectly for a long time
and it would take a while for her to undo
them.
"She understands what we're talking
about and we're thinking alike now,"
Jacoby said. ''That's what's important."
Jenkins didn't overcome her personal
record set in high school until her first
meet this year in Houston. It was a goal
that has been a long time in the waiting.
Above and beyond the excitement of
, reaching that goal, Jenkins' road traveled
has been a long and frustrating one.
"[Julie] has improved a lot physically

continued from page 16
before he formalizes what he thinks about that horrible degree of
possibility.
The values from his parents and from Jacoby have left Mayo
knowing there's more to life than this program at Boise State. Not
much more, but definately more. If Mayo did the best job he could
and he failed, he knows he'd be able to honestly say that he did the
best job he could. He worked hard' at it but it just didn't work out.
"I know I'd be able to look back on it and say I worked hard; I
did it the way I thought it should be done and if I didn't have success, then yeah, they would have to get somebody in here that
could do it a heck of a lot better than I was doing," Mayo said.
"Right now, I'll probably put all the weight on my shoulders and
hopefully, I'll have the right people around me that every once in a
while, I'll be able to take a little bit off the weight off."
The whole concept and the realization that the beginning is only
a few months away has Mayo more excited than scared. He's looking forward to the people who are going to say, "I can't believe
this guy is doing it as good or better [than Jacoby]."
"If that doesn't happen, that will be a tough thing for me,"
Mayo said. "I just can't see us doing anything else than beir.g a
competitive program each and every year. I just won't settle for
anything less."
,
The most important thing that Mayo must not forget-theone
year grace period his wife has given him.
Sitting at his desk with no less than three pictures of his family,
Mayo laughs and SllYS, "Yeah, that one year grace period is more'
, important thing than anything else;" ,.
.

Assistant Coach
Randy Mayo will
take over on July
1 as head coach
of the Boise St~te
University Track
and Field team.
His main goal is
to develop his
own identity away',
from current
Head Coach Ed
Jacoby.
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your club at the

WhQ.willrep.rese,nt

--J\SBSU HALt"OFFAME--

STUD ENTORGAN
RECOGNITION

I ZAT10 N
DINNER

Wednesday April 24, 1996
.

Complete.your applications for Outstanding 9rganization
and Advisor Awards by Friday, April 5.
Each group receiuesfree tickets for Advisors and two students.
Selectyour student representatives now... perhaps the new and
old president ... or the most promising organization member.
Additional tickets. will be $5.00 each ifpurchased beforeApril 19.
For more information call Student Activities at 385-1223
"'1YAf'E~

lITUDEHT.
AND ACTMllES

ife On-Campus ...
Morrison Hall

..

til

Morrison Hall offers a unique environment for students who are at least 21 years
old and want the convenience of living on campus. Morrison, which has been
completely remodeled, offers students single occupancy rooms for their privacy,
and caters to a community which is smaller and more intimate. Morrison Hall
also offers a full kitchen, new furnishings and new computer lab.

.'..
F

our years! I have. lived in the halls for four. Ye.ars. I
moved into the halls because when I arrived at Boise

.. ~

State I did not have a car and found that it is very

convenient not having to drive. I can get up 10 minutes

before class and run over to my morning classes- on

time. The best part about the food plan is that I don't have to do
dishes! My GPA went up when I came to Boise State, in fact, the

All of the halls have•••
Air Conditioning
Internet Access
Voice Mail
Security Staff
Computer Labs
Basic Cable Service
Game Rooms
Live In Staft'
Contact SlUdenl Residential We at 385·
3986 fatmorc infamwion at to tour the
hall.. You can piclc up anpplieation

now.

WWWAddress'
hllp:/lbsuhousing.idbIu.eduluU
.~sin8.btrni

A1bertsons Library is right next door to my hall. Living in the halls

has been a blast and I have met lifelong friends."
Jaime Campbell will
graduate with n
degree in
Psychology.
Jaime is from
U1Grande. OreSI'"
and is hel1l/illl
involved lvi/h
intmmural sports
Qlld an illtlimshil'
with the Boise State
Counseling Center
alld is a Rrsidtllt
AI/visor. Jaime lilltS
in Morrison Hnll.
MorrilOnH.lr
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One Last Look
by Jarod J. Dick
As the semester begins to wind down, the
work begins to pile up--especially for seniors
trying to make the final preparations for their
imminent graduation.
For art students, this involves a presentation
of their work in the Senior Show. This event;
entitled "Signposts", will take place from midApril through early May. Works will range from
the fine arts to the modern techniques such as
graphic design.
The show will be divided into two week-long
installments in both Gallery 1 (in the Liberal
Arts Building) and Gallery 2 (located in the
Public Affairs/Art West Building). The first half
will run from April 12 through April 21.
The first exhibition in Gallery 1 includes the
works of seniors Brent Jensen, Les Laidlaw,
Richard York, Trina Olson, Julie Babcock, Marv
Sangsland, Amy Lyn Fife, and Sharon Mitchell.
This show includes several wonderful pieces.
The watercolors of Amy Lyn Fife (with works
like Grandpa Wally, Once Upon a Time and
Solitude) are quite tell done.
Trina Olson's works, ranging from painting
to furniture design, are exciting and extremely
expressive. Her Self Portrait: Scream isa wonderfulpainting filled with emotion and power.
LesLaidlaw's Untitled 1-13 ceramic pieces
are a great example of work in this medium of
the fine arts.
Julie Babcock, graduating with a degree in
Art/Graphic Design, is another artist with works
hanging in Gallery 1. Her works demonstrate the
wide and varied array of talents that BSU art
students possess.
.
Babcock, whose personal show includes three
paintings several pieces of graphic design, is .
happy with the opportunity to show in a gallery.
She says, "This has given me a general sense of
how to present my works in a professional disc
play. One learns about the finalization process.
It has helped me to fine tune my own pieces."
Gallery 2's first group of artists features
Paula Schymtzik, Katherine Jones, Julia Fischer,
Jennifer Bruce, BryceSchwartzenberger,
Heidi
Kelly, Cindy Sarmento, and Shannon Randklev.
This gallery holds a.wide array of artistic mediurns as well.
JenniferBruce's
works include pieces in phil"
l

-

_ - -

• -

tography, charcoal drawings, and wood block
prints. Katherine Jones is showing wonderful
works in drawing and ceramics. Julia Fischer is
showcasing several examples of computer
design, including CD and cassette-tape covers,
as well as bound and printed material such as
her Solar System Book.
This exhibition, just as Gallery 1, shows the
diverse range of interests and talents that BSU
has to offer in the visual arts.
The second portion of the show's exhibition
(taking place from April 26 through May 1 with
an opening reception on April 26 from 6:30 to
8:30 p.m.) in Gallery 1 will feature artists
LeAnne Town, Angela Fleischmann, Cristina
Shin, Scott Raven, Tammy Clark, Sonja Van
Sickle, Melissa Coapland and Joel Walden.
Senior Scott Raven's works will include
examples of the traditional fine arts (painting) as
well as several pieces in the medium of graphic
design. For Raven, this combination has posed
interesting challenges in presentation. He
explains, 'It has been interesting trying to figure
out how to show my design pieces in a gallery
exhibition style-whether
to set them ona table,
hang them on a wall or put them under glass on
a pedestal."
Gallery 2 will hold the show for artists Ann
Herrington, Jill Ragland, Lisa Cheney, Javier
Rodriguez, Stephen Brown, Rob Baron, Angie
Ambrosek and G. Warren Ball.
An interesting not regarding the second show
is the exhibition of the works of Warren Ball.
Ball,who recently passed away, will have several pieces hanging in Gallery 2.
Art Professors Cheryl K. Shurtleff, Richard
Young and George Roberts are also working
with the University to allow him to graduate'
posthumously this Spring in an attempt to honor
his hard work in the Art DepartmentMembers
of the psychology department are leading a similar cause to grant Ball a degree in psyc.hology,
another major that he would have graduated
withadegree
in this May.
As the art students' final exhibition of their
talent at BSU, it is important to support and
attend the show. The students have worked hard
to have the opportunity to demonstrate their
abilities, and an event such as this will allow.
viewers to realize the artists' dedication and
hard work.
For more information, please contactGeorge
R()bc~s m. thc-A~.nepartmc.n.t_ - - --
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.'.Xilies~ntl-vidHtDpe:
strange bedfellows? .

YOU·could am
on your first donation
MUSTBE1B

m, OlD.

$15.00 if you donate alone

SHOW
PROOf Of

+$5.00 if you show college I.D.(1st visit)
.
·+$10.00/per person if you recruit
.
someone and they donate

CUlRENT
ADDRESS

WITH
PHOTOID.
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AmerIcan Biomedical
1021 Broadway

--.--. -·---------BoI~,.Idaho-

338·0613
HOURS: Tues. Wed,

Fri & Sat 8-6

Help us save lives
The Arbiter

invites

the 1996-97

newspaper

we pay). We're

looking

ists, staff writers,
photographers
Summer

to join

staff

(yes;

for reception-
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'and graphic

editors,
artists.

work is also available.

Applications
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students

are available
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University

Center
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located
at
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by Jeanl Pearce
"Garbage. All I've been thinking about all
week is garbage. I just can't stop thinking about
garbage."
When first heard, this dialogue, spoken offscreen by Andie McDowell as Ann Millany in sex,
lies, and videotape, sounds like the inane rambling
of a naive suburban housewife. This impression is
enhanced by the fact that the dialogue is juxtaposed with images of Graham (played by James
Spader) using the men's roomin a funky gas station to shave and change his shirt (from one black
shirt to an identical,but presumably cleaner, black
shirt).
When Ann appears on-screen, the image is definitely naive, yuppie housewife, but her rumina- .
tions about overflowing garbage soon sound a lot
less inane. She is talking to her therapist, who asks
her about her relationship with her husband, John,
an up-and-coming lawyer. She tells him things are
just fine, except she's a little worried because John
seems so uninterested in herlately, even though
she is feeling uninterested in sex herself. "He
started not touching me before I started feeling
. like that," she says.
As she talks, the film cuts between shots of
Graham, an old college friend of John's on his
way to visit them; Ann and her therapist; and John
sneaking out of his office to have sex with Ann's
sister, Cynthia.
The sound of Ann's dialogue, spoken in an
innocent, slightly embarrassed voice, is the unifying factor in this beginning sequence, and the
increasingly intense, unhealthy connection
between the four main characters (Ann,John,
Cynthia and Graham) is emphasized throughout
the film by the repeated use of this editing technique-the overlap of sound and image as the film
cuts from one scene to the next-often making it

difficult to tell who is speaking.
The arrival of Graham, who turns out to be a
compulsive truth-teller obsessed with pursuing a
very unusual "personal project," is the catalyst that
finally brings the stew of these character's lives to
a boil, or, to use Ann's analogy, makes their
garbage can overflow.
Witty dialogue and engaging characters
notwithstanding, much of this film is difficult to
watch-and must have been very difficult to actbecause while it shows amazing restraint where
sexploitation would have been easy (and mandatory in many mainstream films), it observes human
frailty with an unflinching eye.
Graham, with his idealistic truth-telIing and its
powerful effect on those around him.rnay hereminiscent of Gregors Werle in Ibsen's play The
Wild Duck, but his "personal project" is dearly
and disturbingly the product of a twentieth-century
culture obsessed with sex and visual media.
Early' on, Graham reveals to Ann that he is
impotent in the presence of another human being.
This problem, combined with his intellectualism
and socially revolutionary frankness, isolates him
and shields him from the risks of emotional
involvement. •
But ultimately the friendship which develops
between him and Ann forces him to get
involved-s-even .though, as he says near the end of
the film, "This isn't supposed to happen. I've
spent nine years structuring my life so this didn't
happen." Their friendship, borne of a mutual need
for honesty in relationships, also drives the film to
a quietly dramatic and emotionally satisfying conclusion.
Writer-director Steven Soderbergh, with the
help of some powerful performances, especially
from James Spader and Andie McDowell, has created a stark, brilliant, low-budget movie with
something meaningful to say about what happens
when sex, lies, and videotape become substitutes
for love, truth, and real life.
i'

'

HI-TECH RETAIL lVIANAGEJ\/IENT
3·STEP TRAIN.ING
• STEP 1

'

You are introduced to the retail environment and trained on
the job to become a customer service rep. No experience is
necessary.
You are trained in the classroom to become a marketing rep.
with average income of $25.000 per annum.
Through ongoing training, .individuals with proven above
average .sales ability and management potential will be
selected for management training (MIT) for preparation to
assume management responsibilities.
Assistant Manager
$40K
Store Manager
$60K
District Manager
$SOK

• Comprehensive Medical, Dental, Life Insurance
• PromotionFrom Within
• Exw,psive Paid Training Program
• Management Development Program
• Employee Discount (Store Cost)
• Employee Share Purchase Plan

WE NOW HAVE 81 SUPERCENTERSIOUR GOAL: 110 BY 1997
The key to our growth and success is our people. Your aggressive and positive
attitude. cheerful personality and determination to succeed qualify you for our
program. If you are committed to developing your career, please apply III person to:
101 ~. Milwaukee ~r FAX your resume to (20S) 377-5~90. !':uture Shop thanks all
candidates for applying. However, only those under consideration will be contacted.

The stars of sex, lies, and Videotape (from lohto right): P~ter GIJllagher, l.lJura Son.GlacomaAndie McDowell'and
~~~~~.
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They're.wockyl •.-Ihty! r-8-lORYI~
And they've got Elvisl
Stuntman/Unk Records
by Josh Casten
Dread Zeppelin have got to be one of the
most unique bands in the history of music. They
are a band fronted by an Elvis impersonator,
doing Reggae-style Led Zeppelin covers, with a
touch of disco flair.
Got that?
'
It sounds confusing, but DZ got the message
across easily at the Neurolux on the night of-by
some miraculous coincidence-April Fools Day.
And fool around they did.
After a set of Replacements-meet-Green-Day
punk fun from Clowns For Progress, DZ took
stage, much to the delight of the large crowd,
full of hard-core fans. Over the course of the
night, they played such memorable Led Zep
songs as "Heartbreaker," "Stairway to Heaven"
and "Rock and RoII" with their own insane
touch.
Dread Zeppelin also pulled out a few non-Led
Zep covers, including The-Who's "Baba
O'Reilly," and '70s guitar-rock staples- "Feel
Like Makin' Love" and "Smoke on the
Water"-all done reggae style. Also included
were several of their own zany originals.
Whew.
Amidst all this confusion-s-call it heresy or
hilarity-was the inevitable Elvis-as-stooge theater,complete with demands for towels, glasses
of water and faked stumbles. All the while, the

band's singer Tortelvis was ably helped by his
personal towel and water glass holder and stumble-stopper Charley Hodge, who watched over
the King like a concerned parent from the back
of the stage, even giving the other band members
scolding looks when they got too out of control.
Poor Hodge was the victim of many barbs
over the course of the night, including
Tortelvis's declaration that Hodgewas an idiot
savant, upon which he strapped a guitar on
Hodge and told him to play some "idiot savant
music." Hodge played the now-infamous opening chords to Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen
Spirit," much to the delight of the fans and to the
disgust of Tortelvis, who quickly brought an end
to the insanity.
The bands lone guitarist, Buttboy, played like
a demon all night.Blazing '80s speed licks, '70s
raunch and reggae all came flying out of his
amp. The G-string with a large chicken he wore
didn't hurt, either.
The evening came to a close with only the
band's drummer and percussionist on stage, producing an exquisite prolonged solo, with nearperfect interplay between the bongos and the
drum kit.
For two hours on stage, Dread Zeppelin put
on a show that .incorporated all of the excesses
and extravagances of the various genres they
employ, and destroy. You couldn't ask for any
better on April Fool's Day. These guys rule.

Formol~ know os the Treepeople, the new punk bond moved from Seoule and
has found its home here in Boise. They are a hard hiUing, guitar lead bond that
racks throughout the
album, and they
hove a more inventive and less moinstream punk rock
style.
With such a huge
infusion of punk rock
these days, it is dim:
ruh to label any type
of music. However,
you con label
Stunlmon os dynamic. The second side
of the album is the
best (they sent me II
dllmmo tape). "Wax
PoUem" and -rake it
Wrong" are two of
the album's best
songs; they represent
Stunlmon's potential
to capture the punk
rock style. You may
wonllo toke the time and look up Stuntmon live; they will be appearing in Boise
soon. '

The Arbiter invites students to join the 1996-97
newspaper staff (yes, we pay). We're looking for
receptionists,
staff writers, section edi tors, photographers
and graphic artists. Summer work is
also available. Applications
are available atThe
A.rbiter's plush basement, located below the
Women's Center at University Drive and
Michigan

Street.

.

The Arbiter

Hammel On Trial/big as lile/Mercury Records
Hommel On Trial relsosed big as life in March and with it a freight frain of
potential. Unlike themoinslream style of music, this album opens our eyes fa an aid
style of entertainment.
With its story-telling-like
style, every track an big as
life demands your lIUenrion.
You could picture Ed
Hommel on the fronl porch of on old Y'K1orian~Ie
home in southern Georgia
telling a story about life with
a guitar in bond: ite presents his views of the ironies
of human life from a folkstory position. The Rolling
Stones, Van Morrison and
Bob Dylan are all just the
beginning.
, __
big as life is unique. Ed Hammell writes and sings all of his own rnaierial. is
a ane-man bond consisting of an ocoustic guitar, an appealing voice; everyOlX8in a
while his songs aresupparled by a ham, violin or on eledricguilar. His musk'is dear and sharp, and his folenl an the guitar shines like the noon-day SUIL •.~,'
The album, supported by incredible guitar play, Is pure~en'erIliining •• '
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Discount/II
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PRRIS
RMSTERDRM
MRDRID
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* Europass from $210*S43S

12~~i2.I

$15 lor Manicures
$30 lor PedIcures
L...
$25 lor Molntenance
01 Arflftclal
$5 discount lor Students
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NATIONAL AWARD WINNING SALON
INVITES YOU TO START WEARING A
STRONGER NAIL TODAY

~"--

CIEE: Council on Internalional
EduCitional Exchange
Iblla

All Services Guaranteed

I

j'irtger

<PrtrttS

Noll Salon

."' ___

tei!lllala!lnlll
IIIIUllIglllif

,

1-~OO-2-COUNCIL

384·9908

[1-800-226-8624]

Across from TCBY
Walk Ins Welcome

26 Broadway Ave. • Boise, I

...
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BECOME AN
AIR FORCE

~ ~

NURS£

",

'The Air Force has a
special place for you. As
an Air Force nurse officer you
can put your professional skills to
work and enjoy:
-

a team approach to health care
30 days vacation with pay per year
complete medical and dental care
opportunities to advance

Serve your country while you
advance your career.
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
Ifyou're stuck with a student loan that's not
in default, the Army might pay it off.
Ifyou qualify, we'll reduce your debt-up
to $55,000. Payment is either Y3 of the
debt or$l,500 for each year of service,
whichever is greater.
You'll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of your life.
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.

»
http://www.goarmy.com

ARMY: BE ALL YOU CAN BE:'
Fri. April 19'1 $5.00
Rockin Texas R&B

Mike Stockton
Formerly wjDelbert Me Clinton

Sat. April 20.1 $5.00
4 piece Harmonica Rockin Blues

,p

The Rhythm Lords
Sun. April 21'1
No (over

Rebecca Scott &
A·Bomb Shoes
Slreetwise with (yndie Lee
Comming Mon. April 29'1

..
i'

Sun. Tues. & Wed.
'

S1·2S -domesiic pints

S2'2S -premium

pints

10 10 Main Street • 345-6.605

2
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GAllEIr23"-\
• .Gallery submissions should be directed to the An Director
.. of The Arbiter. Submissions should be 8.5 x 11 inch or
--S:maUcrformat, color or blacKandwIJifephorocoptes"Dr .
color or black and white prints only. Do not send origi- ,
nals, as.we cannot guarantee their return. Submitters .:
should include a title for the work and a brief biography of
the artist. Submissions are selected on artistic merit ona
first submit, first review basis.

, THEARBITER- 1910 UNIVERSITYDRIVE -BOISf.ID 83725

.... ,,"c .. ,.. _ ......

Boise
Bench
by Mall Stanley

Stanley is a Sophomore at Boise
State, majoring in Communications
and Englishwith Journalism
emphasis. He is also a Stoff Writer
for the Arbiter,and a man of many
talents. An artist, his favorite
media is photography. This print
was one of his assignments for
Intro. to Creative Photography, and
he feels it works well as a artistic
piece also. "1 liked the affect the
sunlight was having on the wood
grain and blades of grass. It gives
the eye a lot to look at."
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On Ihe SIlIge•••
AprIIS-7, 10-13, 18-20
GREETINGS at Boise lillie Theatre (100 E.
~"Fart St.). A comedy of a young man who ~rings his
atheist, Jewish fiancee home to meet his family 'at
Christmos time. This comic jewel explores the nature
of reality. Presented by Boise UllleTheofre. 8 p.m. -.,
Box-office tickels are $6 each. 342-5104.
April 11-14, 17-20
TWO BOOTHS AND A LINCOLN at the'
Morrison Center's Stage II. This comedy-drama covers events before and after the assassination of
Abraham lincoln in on innovative and imaginative
manner: through the eyes of Lincoln's assassin, John
Wilkes Boolh, and his famous actor brother, Edwin
Booth. The ploy presents the rivalry between the
.
Booth brolhers-Edwln, who become the greatest
actor of his time, and John Wilkes, who won greater
fame for his cowardly deed in Ford's Theatre.
Presented by the BSUdeportment of theatre arts. 8
p.m. (Matinee on April 14 at 2 p.m.) $6.50 general,
$4.50 for seniors and studenls. Tickets available 01
Select-A-Seat. 385-398Q. .
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April 12-27
THE WHALES OF AUGUST at Stage Coach
Theatre (2000 Kootenai!. On on island off the Moine
coast, two widowed sisters move into the twilight of
their lives, where the richness of memories and the
fading promise of the future collide in iI dubious
bailie. The ploy focuses on the seemingly insignificant events of their ordered lives, ending with the
billersweet recognition that life must continue as
best as it can. Presented by Stage Coach Theatre.
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m., $5 admission. Fridays and
..» Saturdays at8: 15 p.m., $7.50 admission. 3422000.

On Ihe Walls •••
Through Spring 1996
WINGS OF LIGHT at the Boise Art Museum
(670 S. Julio Davis Dr.). Designed by Washington
artist Dick Ellioll for the facade of the Boise Art
Museum, a reflective light installation featuring
35,000 reflectors is mounted on the front of the
building, facing Capitol Boulevard. Throughout the
winter and spring months, the dazzling colored pattern will sparkle with reflected light. 345-8330.

"~

,-)"

February 17 - June 9
TREASURES OF ANTIQUITY: GREEK
AND ROMAN ART at the Boise Art Museum (670
S. Julio Davis Dr.). Featured for the first time in the
Northwest are 80 classical Greek and Roman works
doting from the 5th century BCto the 3rd century
AD.Among these rare marble, bronze and ceramic
pieces - portraYing gods and goddesses, heroines
.
and heroes, mortal men and women and animalS,
real and myfhical- are portrait heads, refined
-

-

Block Diamond will bring their version of folk-rock to the Student Union Building's Braval stage on Friday, April 19.
and graceful figurines, funeral carvings, elegantly
pointed vases, bowls and plallers. The public may
see this exhibit Tuesday through Friday between 10
a.m. and 5 p.m. and on weekends between noon
and 5 p.m. Admission is $3 general, $2 seniors and
college students, $ I children in grades 1·12 and
free for children under 6 and museum members.
345-8330.
March 29 - May 17
TREASURE VALLEY JURIEDEXHIBIT will
be shown in the Student Union Gallery. Oil, acrylic,
water-based and mixed media paintings, as well as
sculpture work. More than 70 entries were submitted for consideration, with 25 pieces selected from
the following Treasure Volley artists: David Scali,
Ginny Clark, Sheila Hudson, Lou Roy, Michele
Chmielewski, Arlene Keller Cook, Sandy Marostica,
Katherine Cepek, Arin Lindstrom, Scali Kolbo,
Carolyn Craven, I. Deely, Debra Mulnick, Katie
Hutchinson, Nannelle O'Reilly, Daniel Lorson and
Glynis Calhoun. Free.
April 1 - 30
.
BONY PEACHER will display recent acrylic
an'd oil paintings at Coffee-News-Coffee-News(801
W. Main St.). 344-7661.
April 4 - 30
INTERPRETIVE ICONS at Flying M (5th and
Idaho). The works of Christelle Leonard. ·'n classical
antiquity, " she says, "the veneration of the gods
found artistic expression in the cult statue within the
temple. Bylato antiqUity, however, a more spiritual
concept of deity developed and the statue wos
replaced by relief sculpture and then by pointing.
Artists during this time depicted only religious
themes-onyfhing else wos considered blasphemous. The icons I hove used here are from different

countries and centuries. I did not necessarily choose
the Images for their content. 1wonted to shore those
images that I considered beautiful: 345-4320.
April 4 - 30
PEOPLE, PLACES & rHINGS at Brown's
Gallery (1022 Main St.). The premiere solo show for
Boise artist, Rick Friesen. A versatile collection of
portraits, figure draWings, landscapes and still-Iifes
will be on display. The public may see this exhibit
Monday through Friday between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.
and Saturday between noon and 4 p.m. 342-6661.
April 12 - April 19
SENIOR SHOW will be shown at BSU's
Gallery 2 in the Public Affilirs/Arf West Building. A
one-week exhibit featuring a wide variety of work
by bachelor of arts and bachelor of fine arts candidates from the art deportment. An opening reception will be held April 12 at 6:30 p.m. Tho public
may seo this exhibit Monday through Friday
between 9 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. and Saturday
between noon and 5 p.m.
April 18 - May 1
EARTH DAY GALLERY at the Dreamwalker
(1015 W. Main St.). The Earth Day Gallery will
showcase several local artists' work in photography,
pointing and drawing. The event is a celebration of
Earth Day through naturally inspired art. To kick off
Earth Day Celebrations, there will be on open-mic
poetry reading April 18 at 7:30 p.m. 323-4251.

On Ihe Field...
April 19-20
BOB GIBB CLASSIC TRACK AND FIELD
MEET at Bronco Stadium. 385-3657.

On Ihe CourIs •••
March 14 - 16
BIG SKY CONFERENCE WOMEN'S TENNIS TOURNAMENT at the outdoor tennis courts.
Free. 334-2641.

Around Ihe Communily •••
Wednesday, April 17
WAR at Branda's Concerthouse (Capitol and
Idaho). Tickets available at all Select-A-Seatlocations. $21.50. 387-2395.
APPLES IN STEREO, CAUSTIC RESIN at
Neurolux (111 N. 11th St.). Ages 21 and older.
343-0886.
LA. RAMBLERS at Blues Bouquet (1010
Main St.). Ages 21 and older. $2 cover. 345-6605.
LARRY REEB, TODD SAWYER & CURTIS
JAY at the Funny Bone (Bth Street Market Place).
Ages 21 and older. 3~1·2663.
A-BOMB SHOES at Tom Grainey's (6th and
Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and old'er. 345-2505.
TH~ TOURISTS at Grainey's Basement (6th
alld Main). Ages 2i and older. 9 p.m. 345-2505.

Thursday, April 18
POETRY NIGHT at Dreamwolker (1015 W.
Main St.). Enjoy on ecdectic evening of poetry hosted by Ms. Dand Ms. E1le,self-proclaimed vanguards
of the open mic, live from the world's mOst comfort-
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able couch in true coffeehouse tradition: No cliver:
7:30·9:30 p.m. 343-4196.

TRITION aUbe CrazY Horse (1519 Main St:). All
ages. 55 cover. 343-0886.

DJTIM at Neuralux 1111 N. 11th St.). Ages
21 and older. No ~over. 50C drafts. 343-0886.

STELLA at Koffee Klalsch (409 S. 8th St.). 9·
11' p.m. 345·0452.

THE HOOCHIE CooCHIE MEN at Blues .
Bouquet (1010 Main St.). Ages 21 and older. No
cover. 345-6605.

KIMM ROGERS at F~ing M (5th and Idaho).
Folk rock. 9·11 :30 p.m. 345-4320.
MIKE STOCKTON at Blues Bouquet (1010
Main St.). Ages 21 and older. 55 cover. 345·6605.

LARRY REEB, TODD SAWYER & CURTIS
JAY at the Funny Bone (8th Street Market Ploce).
Ages 21 and older. 331-2663.

LARRY REEB, TODD SAWYER & CURTIS
JAY at the Funny 80ne (8th Street Market PI"ce).
Ages 21 and older. 331-2663.

A-BOMB SHOES at Tom Grainey's (6th and
Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and older. 345-2505.
.....
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THETOURISTS at Grainey's Basement(6th
and Main). Ages 21 and older. 9 p.m. 345-2505.'

Friday, April 19
JOHN BOSTRON in-the Hemingway Western
Studies Center. Student organ recital. 7 p.m. Free.
385·3980.
SEX, LIES, AND VIDEOTAPE at the Special
Events (enler. Sponsored by the Student Programs
Boord. 11 p.m. 52 general, 51 sludenls, faculty and
stoff. 3B5-3655.
BLACK DIAMOND at Braval Local folk rock
duo. Sponsored by the Studenl Programs Boord.
Free. 7:30·9:30 p.m. 385-3655.

.~

MUZZLf,- MENSCLUB & BUTTERFLY
TRAIN 01 Neurolux (111 N. 11th St.). Ages 21 and
older. No cover. 343-0886.
'
••••

VELVET JONES at Tom Grainey's(6th and
Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and older. 345-2505.
THE TOURISTS at Grainey's Basement (6th
and Main). Ages 21 and older. 9 p.m. 345·2505.

Saturday, April 20
'THE PLACE WHERE YOU GO TO LISTEN' at the Special Events (enter. Legends brought
to life by six Native Alaskans using traditional dramatic elements, such as storytelling, music, dance
and puppetry. Presented by Naa Kahidi Theater.
Sponsored by lhe Siudent Programs Boord. 8 p.m.

·.;.$IG.-.I;Ss'
''AlImt.'fAJIAIlYin11leMorr1son
Recital Hall. Piano recital.
7:30 p.m. Free. 3853980.

·,:._#\
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available at the Information Desk in lhe Student
Union Building and cost 511 general, 59 sludents,
facultrand staft-Tickels are 5hnore 01 Ihe door.
385·1757.
BOISEPHILHARMONIC at Ihe Morrison
(enler Main Hall. Fealuring Paul Vondiziana, guilar.
R. Strauss's Death and Transfiguration; Rodrigo's
Conciertode Araniuez for Guitar and Orchestra and
Rachmaninoff's Symphony No.2, Op. 27, in E
minor. Pre-concert lecture in Ihe Morrison (enler
Redtal Hall 01 7:00 p.m. (oncert begins 01 8: 15 p.m.
For ticket information, call 344·7849 .
TRIBAL NIGHT at Dreamwalker (1015 W.
Main St.). Open invilatian to tribaldrummers and
ethnic musicians 10 come filllhe coffee house with
drummin', dancin' and lovin'. Nil cover. 8·11 p.m.
343-4196.
THE RAVE at Dreamwalker (1015 W. Main
St.). OJ RIFFRAFFcarries the torch into a new season
of new music and fresh attitude with the traditional
Dreamwalker style of hate-free and born to be anything and everythinQ. 55. 12 a.m. - 4 a.m. 3434196.
INDUSTRIAL NIGHT at The (razy Horse
(1519 Main St.). Featuring Prospect Record artists
29 Died & Diseased Media Society. All ages. 55
cover. 343-0886.
HOUSE OF HOI POLLOI 01 at 8rando's
(oncerthouS9 ((apitol and Idoho). 387-2395.
.' 'fiSStHAlltlS at f<olfeellotsch (4D9 S:
81h St.). 9·11 p.m.
345-0452.

"3655.

BRENT
'JENSEN & JOHN
SIMPSON at
Flying M (51h and
Idaho). Jazz sox
and guitar. 9-11 :30
p.m. 345-4320.

Transfiguration;
Rodrigo's Cancierto ae
Araniuez for Guitar and
Orchestra and

THE
RHYTHM LORDS
at_Blues Bouquet
(1010 Main St.).
Ages 21 and older.
55 cover. 345·
6605.

Rachmaninoffs

Symphony No.2, Op. 27,
in E minor. Pre-concert
lecture in the (osler
Room at 7:30 p.m.
(oncert begins 01 8:00
p.m. Tickels are 518.00
for general admission,
510.00 for students and
seniors. 344-7849.

Sunday, April 21
PRESIDENT'S CONCERT in the Morrison
(enler Main Hall. 7:30 p.m. Presented by the BSU
music deportment. Tickets: 55 general, 53 seniors
and free to BSU students, faculty and stoff. 3853980.
DARKWOOD TRIO at (offee-News·(offee·
News (801 W. Main St.). (Iassical and early music.
3-6 p.m. 344·7661.
GOODIE BLICK AND THE COUNTRY
KIND at Flying M (51h and Idaho). Special show for
"Alternalive Earth Day." 9-11:30 p.m. 345-4320.
REBECCA SCOTT AND A-BOMB SHOES at
Blues Bouquet (1010 Main St.). Ages 21 and older.
Jam goes from 3-7 p.m. 8ig Dogs begin at 8 p.m.
No covor 345·6605.
LARRY REEB, TODD SAWYER & CURTIS
JAY at the Funny Bone (81h Street Market Place).
Ages 21 and older. 331-2663.
THE CLUTCH 01Tom Grainey's (6th and
Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and older, 345·2505.
DJ GRANTot Neuralux (111 N. 11th.
Ages 21 and older. 343·0886.

su

Monday, April 22
FOOD & BEVERAGE EMPLOYEE NIGHT at
Blues Bouquel (1010 Main St.). No cover. Happy
hour all night. 345·6605.
FAT JOHN & THE THREE SLIMS at Tom
Grainey's (61h and Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and
older. 345-2505.

Tuesday, April 23
GLEN MILLER ORCHESTRA in the Morrison
(enter Main Hall. 7:30 p.m. Tickets: call 385-11 10.
JAM NIGHT WITH THE HOOCHIE
COO(HIE MEN 01 Blues Bouquet (1010 Main St.).
Ages 21 and older. No cover~ 345-6605.

FAT JOHN & THE THREE SLIMS at Tom
Grainey'~ (61h and Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and
LARRY
older. 345-2505.
REEB, TODD
SAWYER & CUR- .
OPEN MIC WITH THE PEACHES at
TIS JAY at Ihe
Neurolux (111 N. 11th St.). No cover. 343-0886.
Funny Bone (81h
Street Market
Place). Ages 21 and
Upcoming Events
older. 331-2663.

SHHHH DON'T

TELL ANYONE at

ROGER NUSIC, VERBATUM & MALNU-

THE TOURISTS at Grainey's Bosement (6th
and Main), Ages 21 and older. 9 p.m. 345-2505.

ts.Jnltr...tslafl J85-

BOISE PHILHARMONIC 01 the Nampa
(ivic (enter(311 3rd St.
S., Nampa). Fealuring
Paul Vondiziano, guilar.
R. Sirauss's Death and

Dreomwalker (1015 W. BSU's music department
Main St.). Discreetly
check out the positive
dance vibes and intimate coffee dub experience wilh
special guest DJs spinning a kaleidoscope of House
techno, rove, trance, retro and tribal mixes. 55.
Midnight to 4 a.m. 343-4196.

KAUNDAR
25

presents

the annual President's

Concert on Aprl121.

AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 MINUTES
in the Student Union Building's Jordon Ballroom.
Traditional music and dance performances, as well
as inlernational cuisine. Sponsored by the
Inlernational Student Association. 6 p.m. Tickets are

EARTHDAY
BENEFIT at
Neurolux (111 N. 11th. St.). Roger Nusic & Goody
Blick and the (ountry Kind. Ages 21 and older. 343· .
0886.

VELVET JONES at Tom Grainey's (6th and
Main).~9:30 p.m. Ages 21' and older. 345-2505.

BUSH IN CONCERT WITH GOO GOO
DOLLS at Ihe Pavilion. Wednesday, May 1. 7:30
p.m. fKkeis go on sole April 1 at 10 o.m. 521..
1996 TOUR OF WORLD FIGURE .
SKATING CHAMPIONS althe Pavilion; Friday, ,
June 28. 8 p.m. Tickets go on sole Jon. 22 ot 10
a.m. 520 - 540.

L.A
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gaming paraphernalia and art
A portion of the program will be
Union Building Titkets are $1 more at'
-Miniature painting (ontest
devoted to retiring music professor
the door. All proceeds from ticket
-Role-playing games of many sysand department associate chair,
V'lSlIthe world and sample its fare sales benefit the ISA.
The talented Aikele fami~ of Arco
tems, including GURPS (historical,
If you are interested in volunteer • Donald Oakes; who will be featured
will perform a piano redtal on Friday, during BSU's 18th annual
ing your talents and services of-would playing the organ with the Symphonic time-travel, medieval fantasy, espiAprU 19, 017:30 p.m. in the Morrison' . International Food, Song and Donce
onage and supers)f Werewolf, Ham
Winds.
Festival April 20 at the Student Union like mo.re information; please call
Center Redtal Hall. Jaime, 19, is a
Arrive early for pre- concert music and others
. Brenda Ross of Admissions at 385Building's Jordan Ballroom. The'
student at Utah State University;
-Battle Techl
performed
by the Capital City Jazz.
International Student Association will 1757.
Jl!nnifer, 17, Emily, 15, and Alison,
-Shadowrun tournament
Music department presents Band with Governor Phil Bolt.
host this event, and the theme this
12, aRend school in Arco. They have
-Boardgames (Bring your favorite
Tickets are available at all Seledconcert in honor of BSU's
year is "Araund the World in 80
-'Won state, regional and national
A.Seatlocations. Admission is $5 gen· and play between rounds. Iron
President Charles Ruch
Minutes."
music competilions.
Dragon, a fantasy railroad game, will
eral, $3 seniors and free to students
The BSUdepartment of music
This festival includes traditional
Admission to the recital is free.
be
there.
who obtain tickets before the show.
performances from various countries. . proudly presents "Marches, Musicals
Coil 385-3980 for more information.
Admission is $8 at the door, and
Limited seating is available.
Also, international cuisine is served at and More... " for the annual
small additional fees may' be charged
For concert information, please
President's Concert on Sunday, April
this evening of enjoyable and excit·
for some tournaments. On·sit food
call 385·3980.
ing entertainment brought to you by 21, at 7:30 p.m. in the Morrison
Author and publisher to
will
also be available.
Center Main Hall. Allconcert proceeds
talen!s from around the world.
talk about "How to Get
For more information, call 343·
benefitBSU music department scholThe extravaganza kicks off at 6
Published" on April 17
4288.
.
Boise's
premier
gaming
arships.
p.m. with a buffet-style dinner of
On Wednesday, April 17, at 7:30
convention takes to
After a welcome from BSU presiinternational dishes from several dif·.
p.m., Kathleen Hedberg, 1993 Idaho
Downtown April 20
dent
Charles
Ruch,
the
BSU
ferent countries. This year's menu
Book Award winning author 'of A
Stage Coach Theatre brings
On Saturday, April 20, the nonSymphonic Winds, under the diredion
Rood (onnol Happen Here and Kathy features food from Jamaica,
The Whales of August to
profit
Gamemasters
Guild,
Inc.
and
of Marcellus Brown, will present a
Romania, Japan and Kazakhstan.
-.Gaudry, owner of Tamarack Press,
Boise
the BSUBoardgaming and
. program featuring several well·
will join in a presentation about "How FollOWingthe dinner, international
Stage Coach Theatre's latest proRoleplaying Club will put on a gaming,
known
marches
by
famous
composers
students from Vietnam, South
to Get Published." The program will
duction
is The Wholes of August, writconvention
called
"The
Eye
of
the
and seledions from Phantom of the
America, Russia, the United States
focus on experiences of writing and
ten
by
David
Berry and direded by
Basilisk." The event will be held at
Opera. The University Singers will
and Mexico will provide entertain·
publishing a book from the perspecthe Basque Center (601 Grove St.) in La.Rae Walker. The story is set in
present selections from Broadway
tives of both author and publisher. A ment.
1954 on a small island off the coast
Downtown Boise and will run from 9
musicals, under the diredion of
BSU is home to more than 160
question and answer period will fol·
of
Maine. Sisters Libby and Sarah ore
a.m.
to
midnight.
Gerald Schroeder. The BSU
international students representing
low the program and Hedberg will
,
spendi.ng.wh9t
~QQld:beJe~ause, of '. '."
The following. events will be feaMeistersingers, under the direction of
50 countries, and the ISA'sfestival
sign books.
their age, their last summer here
tured at "The Eye of the Basilisk:"
James Jirak, are preparing a special
has been consistently one of the top
For further information, call the
together. In attempting to deal with
-A
fully
sandioned
MAGIC(the
arrangement
of
John
Philip
So'usa's
Ada Community Library at 362·01 Bl, student·organizedevents at BSU.
that facl, both sisters are forced to
card game) tournament
"Stars and Stripes Forever," and
Tickets are $9 for BSUstudents, facext. 4.
make difficult choices about how they
-AD&D tournament, with prizes
ulty and staff and children under 12, Jirak's Vocal Jazz Ensem.ble will
will spend the rest of their lives.
awarded to the survivors
entertain with "Over the Rainbow,"
and $11 general admission in
Shirley Lake stars as Sarah and
-Clay-O·Rama
"On the Street Where You Live" and
advance and are available at the
The International Student
Juanita
Nehr stars as Ubby.
-Auction of sci-fi, fantasy and
other selections from musical theater.
Information Desk in the Student
Association takes BSU

Altele family piano recital
Aprd 19.
" ..

'Around iheWorld inaO
Minutes"

, College slang, from Aardvark to JIa
ConnieEble collectsslong. Formore than twenty years, students in
her English dosses at the Universityof North Carolinaat Chapeillill hove
submilled more thon 10,000 examples of slang to her. Forexample, a
dangling mod~ier is not just a grammatical error, but also a single long,
flashy earring. A Birkensto<kbuddy is on environmentalist, and so is a
squirrel kisser.
Accordingto Eble, slang, is often seen as a lesser form of language,
one thot issimp~ not as meaningful or important as its "regular" teunterpart. Butshe shows that slang isa dynamic vo(abulary. Just like its
fonnol cousin,slang is created, modified and transmitted by its users to
serve their own purposes. For(ollege students, these purposes indude
cementing group identity and opposing authority.
EbIe says thot new words are rare~ (oined; almost all new words
~ • recyde parts of words thot are already in the language. For instance,
computer is a naun formed from the verb to compute, and it isthe par·
ent of the new verb computerize. Theshortened form compu· has
become 0 prefix for anather set of new words.
Slang is prodlKed in mlKhthe some way, says Eble. From fraternity,
we get the slang words frat, fratty, frat-rat, fratdom ond frat-out.
Slang words ore also treated by using prefixes (megabucks, mega·
m, megobitcb) and suffixes (geekoramo, fvnorama, bookaholic, coffeinabolk) and. by blendiRg two or more words
(trem/y+Sondonista=tremJinista, a socialoctivistwho (ombines height.
ened politicolconsciousnesswith stylishdothing).

,

I

Newwordsand phrases are also pickedup from popular culture: a
daven is 0 know·it-all,from the CliffClovencharacter on Cheers. A
phrose from a 1980s commerciol,"Knowwhat Imean, Vern?"wos popular for awhile, meaning "Doyou understond?"or "Doyou agree?"
Eblecalk slang "the lingUistic(ounterpart of fashion:" it confirmsa
sense of belonging for sludents, and it's constant~ changingvocabulary
serves to indude and exclude members. IIisako used to oppose estab·
lishedouthority. As Eblepointsout, slang istypical~ cultivatedamong
people ina societywho have littlepoliticalpower, like adolescents,college students and enlisted personnel in the militory.Slang(an showa
range of altitudes, from slight irreverencetodownright subversiveness.
It's not a coincidence,then, that Eblecollecteda large number of
vocabularywords related to drinkingand sex, two areas inwhichcollege
students traditional~ oppose authority or socialmores.
S/ong and Sodobility indudes a glossaryof the more than 1,000
slang words and phrases discussedinthe text and a listof 40 of the most
enduring terms since 1972.
DeborahTannen, the well·knownlingUistand author of Talking
Voicesand Talking from 9 to 5, calk the book "fOS(inaling,thorough and
o delightta read." It has already been featured inWilliamSafire's week·
~ column "On Language" in the New York limes Magazine.
Slang and Sociability: In-GroupLanguage among CollegeStudents
($14.95 paperback) willbe available in Aprilfrom the Universityof,
NorthCarolinaPress.Toorder by credit(ard, call 1·800·848-6224.

a

2

Supporlingcast includes Terry Powell
os the sisters' life-long friend, TlSha;
John O'Connor as Boron Maranov,
who's choices in life have enabled
him to survive in the face of adversi·
ty; and Karl Johnson os Joshua,the
island's handyman, a crusly character
hanging on to his own way of life.
"Wehave all known people like
these," says Walker, the show's direc·
tor. "Thisis a ploy that willtouch'your
heart, 110 malter what your age;"
TheWhales of August opened at
Stage CoachTheatre (2000 Kootenai)
on April12. The play conlinues April
13, 18, 19, 20, 25, 26 and 27. Ticket
prices are $7.50 on Friday and
Saturday nights. Allseats are dis·
counted to $5 on Thursday nights
only. Reservalionsllre recommended
and may be obtained by calling 342·
2000.

mum of five Idoho schools annual~
and provide leiters of intent from
schools.
Formore information or to obtain
an applicalion, contact the commis~
sion office at 1·800·ART·FUNDor
(208) 334·2119. Postmark deadline
for applicalions is June 28.
The Idaho Commissionon the Arts
is the primary "tulruraldevelopment
agency for the state. II prOVides
grants and services to art organiza·
tions, artists and schools:_ .,

'~
;'
,;

Join the Idaho Shakespeare
Festivalfor the second of three
staged readings, ArthurMiller's
Broken Glass on Monday,April22 at
The Flicks(646 Fulton). Readings
begin at7 p.m.
Staged Readings, a long·lime tra·
dition in the theater, provide audio
Slate arls commission
ences, producers, directors and actors
announces funds 10 provide the chance to assess a play for potenperforming arts experitial production. Utilizingonly the lanences 10 Idaho's school
guage, professional actors read the
children
play creating through their expresThe Idaho Commissionon the Arts sions, inlerpretalion and understand·
annolJnces'1he:availabilily oHunds:'''!j' ing of,the,texirthe droOla,witholJt,11i
for professional iirtisis clnda'its orga· .. props, costumes and staging. . '. ;
nizations with touring or presenling
Broken Glass continues the Idaho

i

experience- to expand "their perform-

Shakespeare Festival's second annual

l

;
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ing arts season to school children.
School Connections: Audiences of
Tomorrow brings professional performances, exhibits and' hand-on arts
educalion activities to Idaho students.
School Connections enhances and
expands study of the arts as a basic
component of education by building
~,~ relationships between artists, arts
, .organizations and schools.
"
Individuals and organizalions that
meet the following criteria are eligi·
ble to apply for School Connections
funds:
.Organizations and individuals
that have applied during Fiscal
Year 1997 in at least one ICA
grant category (such as General
Operating Support, Project
Support, Performing ArtsTouring,
Arts Educalion, WORKSlTES,
Fellowshipsor TRAAP)
.Organizations and individuals
listed on or applying for the cur•
rent Arts EducationRoster or the
NorthwestTouring Roster
.Past or present recipients of
the Idaho Writer·in·Residence
award
.Past and present parlicipants
of Idaho Tumblewords.
;I~'
.;~~
Organizalions and individuals
applying for flinds must serve a mini·

J.

Broken Glass continues
staged reading series

·'······.··;··
i...
~~

Naa Kahidi Theater performs
Alaskan tales April 20

Staged Reading series at The Flicks.
Arthur Miller-"a playwright of
fierce conscience/ comments David
Richardsof The New York limesreturns his work to the American
The Nao Kahidi Theater includes six Native
stage with a voice" as strong and
The Noo Kahidi Theater will perform a dramatAlaskan performers and up to two support perunrelenting as a prophet's." William
ic anthology of troditionol Alosko Native myths
sonnel who use storytelling, music, dance and
A. Henry lI,wriling for Time
and legends 01 8 p.m. on Saturday, April 20, in
Magazine, notes that "Playwrights
puppetry to tell their stories. The theater is a prothe Special Events Cenler.
tend to burn out young, se the fact
gram of the Sealosko Heritage Foundation, whose.
The production, "A Place Where You Go To
that Arthur Miller,78, opened a new
primary mission is to help preserve and sustain
Usten," is titled after on Inupiol Eskimo place
drama on Broadway 50 years after
the
oral literature tradition of their culture.
nome referring to a valley in the Brooks Range of
his debut, is noteworthy. Evenbelter,
Since 1987, the theater has toured extensively
northern Alaska where the wilderness would
the ploy is good-complex, mysteri·
throughout
the United States, Canada and Europe,
speak to people who went there.
ous, full of arresting incidenl...."
including performances at the Kennedy Center in
Noa Kahidi means "clan house," thelraditionol
Miller(Death of a Salesman, The
Crucible, View from the Bridge,AII My
hub of cultural activity in the native village. They Washington, D.C., and Expo '92 in Seville, Spain.
Tickels are available 01 Select-A·Seot for $10
Sons) peers into the lives of a Jewish
perform a dramatic anthology with stunning
Americancoup1e in his newest play,
general admission and $5 for BSUstudents, focul·
masks, costumes and carvings, setting the stoge
Broken Glass, and poses the intriguty and stoff. The event is sponsored by BSU's
for a fascinating glimpse into native culture.
ing question, "Why can't SylVia
Student Programs Boord.
This story cycle includes "Keet Shagoon," 0
Gellburgwalk?" With masterful
For more information, call SPB at 385·3655 or
sago that was commissioned by the Killer Whale
insight Millerevokes his characters'
the
Student Union Building's Information Deskot .
clan to explain why they objected to the caplure
innermost longings, shortcomings,
385-1448 .:
of Orcas in Southeasl Alaska.
regrets and darkest secrets, playing
them off each other. Millerdeftly
LynnAllisonand Royanne Minskoff
AlanMinskoffdirects a company Wife,Rabbi Laura Rappoport,
peels off the layers of his characters' that includes a number of prominent becomes mysteriously paralyzed form round out the cast.
psyches and holds them up to the
Seating is limited.lndividualtitkBoiseans. Rabbi Daniel Finkportrays the waist down-an "illnQ$s"that is
mirrors they have so long avoided.
etsare
$8 and may be purchased at
not
indicative
of
mental
instability,
or
PhillipGellburg, a man both proud of
Implicitin the plot is the historical
the
door.
For addilionalinformation
so
the
charming
and
sedudive
private
and embarrassed by his heritage and
backdrop of America and Europe in
please
contact
the Festival 01336physician Dr.Hyman, read by Dough
unsure of his present loyallies. His
late 1938: each on the brink of an
9221.
.
wife, Sylvia Gellburg, read by Fink's Oppenheimer, assures her husband ..
horrific awakening .
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newspaper

staff

-,

available.

artists.

The Arbiter's
below

Summer

Applications

are available

Drive and Michigan

Center

"

work is also

plush basement,

the Women's

'at

.:<

located

at University'

Street. .

The Arbiter

"

Here's. fClst-ClctLv..g reli.ef"
,
froVVLtVte pressure ofSCVtool! c;raetuati.v..g
seV\-£ors all\.et grClet stuetell\.ts CClII\,get ~400vo
casVt VClCR-*'O!'l- tVte purcVtase OY" leClse of all\.1:j

.~,

i
I

(yes, we pay).

We're looking for receptionists,
staff
writers, section editors, photographers
and graphic

I

----_._,

cool V\-tW Foret or Mercurlj.
Vti.gVt-per{orvu.CllMe MustClv..g!
cau i-gOO-321..-i53b orvi.si.t our web stte
Clt Vtttp:llwww.foret.covu.
for tVte full stor!j.
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Employment
$1750 weekly possible mailing
our circulars. For info call (301)
306-1207.
Part-time, minimal sales and
investment. Company car.
Prepaid phone cards. Growing
income. 1-800-732-2863, ext.
9501.
INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT - Earn up to
$25-$45/hour teaching basic conversational English in Japan,
Taiwan, or South Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages required. For infonnation call: (206) 971-3570 ext.
J59033.
'io

Hot Nen Company Earn extra
$$$ in your spare time. Look for
the STS Booth on Thurs. 18th or
I call 362-6755.

I
i

i

j

1

Special Projects Technician
Needed. An expanding Power
and Telephone Company in
search of a motivated individual

to install and maintain central
office switching and T-l carrier
systems, T-l spans and remotes.
Other responsibilities include installation and maintenance of
central office and power plant
alarm systems. Applicants must
have a minimum of five years
technical experience. Electrical,
wireless and/or supervisory background a plus. An equal opportunily employer. Please send
resume and cover letter to: Vice
President, Telephone a & C, PO
Box 207, Tok, AK 99780-0207.
Or you may fax your resume to
(907) 883-5815.
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING. Entry-level & career positions available worldwide
(Hawaii, Mexico, Caribbean,
etc.), Waitstaff, housekeepers,
SCUBA dive leaders, fitness
counselors, and more. Call Resort
Employment Services 1-206-9713600 ext. R59031.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING. Earn
up to $2,OOO+/month.World
travel. Seasonal & full-time positions. No expo necessary. For

A

&CD

b

ARBITER

info. call 1-206-971-3550 ext.
C59033.
$ Cruise ShIps Hiring! Students
Needed! $$$+Free Travel
(Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii!)
SeasonavPermanent, No
Experience Necessary. Gde, 919929-4398 ext Cl 124.

Fundraising
FASf FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTI·
VATED INDIVIDUALS.
FASf, EASY-NO FINANCIAL OBUGATION.
(800)862-1982 EXT. 33

Merchandiso
Getting Married? 500 customdesigned wedding announcements for under $225. All accessories discounted with order. Call
Aimee Chester at Legacy
Announcements, 345-1275.
For Sale 1994 Chevy Cavalier.
Air, alarm, front-wheel drive,
auto door locks. Excellent condi-

tion. $12,200. Nothing down;
assume loan. Call Cara, 3452961.

Services
*Office Pro. * Need a resume?
Need to have a paper typed?
Perhaps you need tutoring on
software. Office Pro. does all this
and more! For reasonable rates,
quality, and prompt results call
Matt Stanley today at 853·3848.
, Gettlng.Married? Minister, '. ,
available to officiate. 343-8597.

Finandal Aid
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! GRANTS'&
SCHOlARSHIPS AVAILABLE! BlLUONS OF $$$ IN
PRIVATE FUNDING. QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. 1·800~
AlD-2-HELP (1-800-243-2435).

Housing
Monthly RV spaces. Close to
BSU.388-0936.

29

Home For Sale 4 Bedroom, 3
Bath, 1850 square foot home 1
block from college. Immaculate!
Asking $124,900. Call 342-2765.
Furnished Room Needed!
Short-term living accommodations (April 27-June 5) wanted in
Boise by student. Call Michael
Devitt at 368-0900.

Let us help you find a roomate,
sell a car, find your soul mate~
.The Arbiter ad section Is avail7 ,
able for your use. Student
rates: ftrst 25 words are free.
Each additional word is 25
cents. Non-Student/Business
rates: 50 cents per word.
General Information: Ali ads
must be received and paid for
by 5 p.m. Friday, prior to
Wednesday's edition. Call
(208)-345-8204 for further
information.
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Dance fes1ival," presented by th~ Inlemational Sludent ,
Association. TIckets oro available at tho SUB Informolian
Desk. $9 lor students, faculty, staff and dJildren under'
12. $11 for general admission. $1 more at the door. SUB
JordanBollrliom:
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2:40-3:30 p.m. - "Halional Coalition Building Inslitute:
Welcoming Diversity: Pori of Victims' Rights Week. SUB
Senole fotum.
3-4 p.m, - Nontraditional Sludent Support Group meet·
ing. Speakers, encouragement, friendship, support. SUB

9:40.10:30 a.m . .....;"Victims' Panel" led by Bey LaChance
oflhe YWCA.Port of Victims/Rights Week, SUB SemIte
forum ..
10:40·11 :30 a.m. - 'Offender Panel' with ACAPP.Part
ilf Victims' Rights Wock. SUBSenale forum •.

9 o.m.·12:30 p.m. - "Test Anxiety Workshop" spon·
sored by tile BSU (oonse~ng (enler.learn how study
skills, timemanagement andexpetlo~or.s can redu<e lest
anxiety. To si:Fl up, ron 385-1601 or stop by the conler,
Iotaled an the 6th Roor of tho Education Building.
6 p.rn. - "18th Annualinlernafloom food, Song &

3:30-5 p.m. - "Resumes: What Employers Are looking
for," a BSU Career Cenler Workshop/tellChes how to (riJr
s1rud elfcclive resumes and (over lellers. 2065 Univeisily
Drive. To sign up, (0\1365-1747 or slap the cenler in

advance,
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Let us take a closer look at arather 'controversial'
medical procedure. A female patient lies on a gurney
with her legs straddled wide, feet resting in stirrups, as if,
she were ready to deliver a baby. A surgical assistant
places an ultrasound probe on her abdomen trying to
locate the lower extremities of her 8-month old fetus.
Once-located, the surgeon slips a pair of large grasping
forceps through the vaginal and cervical canals into the
uterus.
Using the sonogram screen, he opens his instrurnentfs
jaws, grabs a leg, and pulls the entire lower body into
the birth canal. Next, the surgeon slides the fingers of
his left hand along the back of the fetus and 'hooks' its
shoulders with his index and ring fingers (palm down).
Then he slides the tip of his middle finger along the
spine toward the skull. The fetus appears to squirm a little as the gloved gentle hands of the doctor positions it,
partially hanging out from the birth canal.
While maintaining a downward traction tension on
the fetus, the surgeon takes a pair of curved
Metzenbaum scissors in his right hand. He carefully
advances the tip, curved down, along the spine and
under his middle finger until he feels it contact the base
of the skull under the tip of his middle finger.
The surgeon then proceeds to force the scissors into
the base of the soft skull. The fetus jerks, then hangs ,
still. Having safely entered the skull, the surgeon forces
open the scissors to make the opening ever larger. Next,
he introduces a suction catheter into the hole and evacu- '
ates the skull contents. With the catheter still in place,
the surgeon applies downward pressure to the fetus and
removes it completely from the patient. Like an animal
caught in a trap, the tiny limp body hangs broken and
bloody in the jaws of the doctor's forceps.
On December 10,1989, the Dayton Daily News
reported the story of a college student who had just filed
a police report claiming that she had witnessed the murder of an infant while it was being delivered. The abortion practitioner Martin Haskell, M.D., had an explanation for the police: He hadn't committed any crime
because the baby's head was still inside the mother at
the time it was killed. This newspaper story was the first
to bring attention to the practice of 'partial-birth' abortions.
(fyou are feeling anger right now (would guess that

it has one of two sources. The first source of your anger
may be traced back either to the 1973 Supreme Court, or
the mothers who elect abortion, or the abortion doctors,
or the society as a whole (yourself included) that allows
such medical procedures to continue. The second group
of people feeling anger clearly know that the source of
theirangercan be!r~C.~9J?~ck to me. Yes.that is ~orrect
_ me, the author of such shocking tabloid and obviousIyan anti-abortion zealot, bigot, right-wing, Christian,
self-righteous, chauvinistic, hate-monger ...well, you get
my drift.
'
To the first group, (can understand.your anger. But
for the second group, I do not understand your anger.
You may have concluded that I believe that women
should have no choice when it comes to choosing abortions. Please read my entire article again and you will
notice that I make no such statements nor say whether I
am pro-life or pro-choice.
What statements I do make are factual accounts of
what happens when a mother and her doctor choose a
'partial-birth' abortion. Choices do have consequences.
If we do not like to hear, see, or read of these consequences then maybe, just maybe, some of our choices
are flawed (in other words, wrong).
If I call myself 'pro-choice' then I must understand
that my title means really nothing until I can explain
what it is my choices clearly involve and the results that
these personal choices invoke upon the world once they
are made. Therefore, I have actually helped the 'prochoice' cause by explaining more clearly what one of
these choices means when it comes to choosing a lateterm abortion.
Choosing such a medical procedure may also involve
saving the mother's life or getting rid of a severely
retarded/deformed c'hild. But abortion doctors themselves have stated that 80 percent of 'partial-birth' abortions were performed without any compelling medical
reasons, while some deformities were only as severe as
a club foot or cleft palate. Pro-choicers in abortioni have
no fear, however! Our President has just vetoed the bill
to ban 'partial-birth' abortions. Now we can all sleep a
, little more soundly tonight knowing our freedoms are
still intact. Or will we? Is that a friendly hand patting us
on the back while the other hand holds something we
canit quite see?
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